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Abstract

This paper examines the response of firms to the destruction of their capital stock
following tropical storms in a major developing country. Using a panel of Indian man-
ufacturing firms between 1995 and 2006, we establish that storms destroy up to 75.3%
of the fixed assets of a firm. We quantify the response of firm sales within and across
industries. Within industries, the sales of less productive firms decrease disproportion-
ately more, while across industries capital destruction leads to a shift in sales towards
industries that perform better. This build-back better effect takes place mainly at the
intensive margin and is driven by firms shifting their industrial production mix.
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1 Introduction

Tropical cyclones generate an annual average of US$ 26 billion of damages worldwide, which

are predicted to quadruple to US$ 100 billion by 2100. According to Mendelsohn et al.

(2012), this rise will be caused in equal proportion by changes in the intensity of cyclones

due to climate change (Scott et al., 2004; Webster et al., 2005; Emanuel, 2005, 2011, 2021)

and, by increases in the wealth and population located in cyclone-prone areas.1 Among

other impacts, storms wreak havoc to physical capital such as infrastructures, buildings and

equipment, disrupting the activity of firms. Understanding how firms and industries recover

and adjust to this capital destruction is therefore a first-order concern for economists and

policy-makers (e.g. Hallegatte et al., 2018). Without such knowledge, policy-makers are ill-

prepared to address the challenges posed by the increased occurrence and severity of natural

disasters (Emanuel, 2021). This knowledge is even more relevant for developing countries

which are more often struck by natural disasters and have only limited resources available

for reconstruction.

The literature on the impact of natural disasters often assumes that the destruction they

bring fosters a more rapid turn-over of capital within industries, causing firms to upgrade

old capital with newer vintages (e.g. Hallegatte & Dumas, 2009). This capital updating may

be associated with productivity gains that enable storm-ravaged regions and storm-battered

industries to offset some of the damages. This paper shows that this view only captures part

of the complex changes that follow a storm’s destruction as storms generate a reallocation

of resources not only within but also across industries.

The central claim of the paper is that the destruction of firms’ capital assets leads firms

to build back better. We argue that the adjustment process occurs over two margins. First,

within industries (across firms), the sales of the least productive firms decrease disproportion-

ately more, possibly because firms replace destroyed capital with newer and more productive

vintages. Second, across industries, our conjecture is that reconstruction will be more pro-

nounced in better performing industries; i.e. industries where the marginal product of capital

is relatively high.2 The latter adjustment may occur either across firms (across industries) or

within firms through a shift in their industry mix. This may happen because when capital is

destroyed, new resources will flow to the best currently available opportunities, opportunities

that may not have existed when factories were initially built.

1See also Hallegatte (2012, 2007).
2Heterogeneous cross-industry effects have also been observed in other contexts examining the productiv-

ity impacts of exogenous shocks. For instance, Topalova & Khandelwal (2011) studies the impact of the 1991
trade liberalization in India and finds differential effects on firms’ productivity across industries. Another
example is Albrizio et al. (2017) which shows that environmental regulations have heterogeneous impacts on
firms’ productivity.
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It is important to understand which features of the economic environment drive these

adjustments. Essentially, these adjustments depend on two crucial attributes, irreversible

investments and industry-specific capital, committing investors to prior decisions. If capital

could be replaced costlessly and move freely across sectors, old vintages would be replaced,

and incumbents would adjust their input mix to shifts in economic conditions and gear

production towards currently more performing industry lines. However, when investments

are irreversible, as long as revenues cover at least part of the sunk costs incurred, capital

may not be replaced, leading firms to leapfrog generations of capital and the adaptation of

production. Hence, the irreversibility of capital may keep less performing firms in activity

and contribute to a slowdown in the decay of declining industries. If incumbents were given

the opportunity to reinvest, the patterns of production would differ from the ones received

from the past. A theoretical framework that produces this specific type of adjustment process

is described in Pelli & Tschopp (2017). The authors analyze exports and not production, yet,

inasmuch as exports are just a residual of production, the same framework can be applied

directly to production.3 The authors find that the response of exports to the destruction

of part of the capital stock is monotonically increasing in comparative advantage. However,

using data aggregated at the country-industry level, they are not able to disentangle the two

adjustment margins and gauge their relative importance.

The objective of this paper is to quantify the within- and across-industry responses of In-

dian firms to an unanticipated reduction in their capital stock, taking advantage of variation

across firms, postal codes and industries. The key element of our identification strategy is

the use of a novel measure of firm exposure to storms as a negative shock to the capital stock

of firms. Since it is not possible to predict the occurrence or the path of tropical storms,

they are exogenous to economic activity and unanticipated by firms (Elsner & Bossak, 2001;

Pielke et al., 2008). In addition, evidence suggests that investments and location decisions of

firms are unaffected by the possibility of a storm’s strike (Lindell et al., 2007; Wu & Lindell,

2014; Dessaint & Matray, 2017).

With a coastline of 7,516 kilometres, India is exposed to roughly 10% of the world’s

3The main elements of the framework in Pelli & Tschopp (2017) are the following. Countries move through
different phases of development, each characterized by a different distribution of comparative advantage. The
move from one phase to the next happens for exogenous reasons. Investors optimize over the information
set at their disposal and, therefore, decisions that were optimal in the past may no longer be optimal today.
The irreversible nature of investments implies that firms are stuck with their past decisions and may explain
why countries export over the entire spectrum of comparative advantage. In this framework, if investors
were offered the opportunity to re-invest, they would not necessarily replicate their production structure.
The framework builds on the implications of Redding (1999), which introduces the notion of endogenous
dynamic comparative advantage, and Ishise (2016). Ishise (2016) combines an extended multi-industry
putty-clay framework à la Gilchrist & Williams (2005) with a dynamic international trade model in the style
of Baxter (1992).
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cyclones, which makes it one of the most affected regions in the world. Annually over 370

million people are affected by cyclones (storms with winds travelling faster than 33 knots) in

India alone.4 Despite the continuous efforts from the National Institute of Disaster Manage-

ment (NIDM), natural disasters have affected 1.5 billion people and caused approximately

$48 billion economic damage over that period. Nevertheless, we do observe a high concen-

tration of firms and economic activity in storm-prone areas (e.g. Gujarat and West Bengal,

see Figure 1).

[Figure 1 here]

The India Meteorological Department (IMD) of the Ministry of Earth Sciences from the

Government of India reports that winds are typically associated with structure damages,

loss of power and communication, injuries and loss of lives, and the destruction of crops,

vegetation and live-stock.5 In the case of super cyclones, damages are extensive and include

structural damage to residential and industrial buildings, disruption of communication and

power supply, destruction of bridges, flying debris and large-scale flooding. The forces exerted

by winds on buildings damage metal sheet as well as wooden structures and expose roofs

to lifting forces, potentially causing a failure of the entire roofing system. As this happens,

structures and buildings’ interiors are exposed to water damage, exterior walls lose their

support and fall down even at relatively low wind intensity. Hence, winds can damage

interiors, cause harm to firms’ materials, stocks and machinery, and seriously disrupt firms’

operations. The potential for damages is exacerbated by the fact that construction and

engineering laws and regulations are not always enforced, professional knowledge is sometimes

lacking, constructions are often built on inadequate foundations, loose soil and use poor

quality materials.6 While resilience has improved over time, India is still extremely vulnerable

today and considerable efforts are continuously being made to help mitigate the impacts of

cyclones.7

Our analysis uses a panel of firms (Prowess) covering the period 1995-2006 and contain-

ing the financial statements of 6,037 manufacturing firms. Every firm is identified by its

4https://ncrmp.gov.in/cyclones-their-impact-in-india/
5See https://rsmcnewdelhi.imd.gov.in/report.php?internal_menu=MjY= for more details on the

types of damages caused by cyclones.
6The collapse of buildings is a serious issue in India. According to the National Crime Records Bureau

(NCRB), there were 37,514 incidents of structure collapses (bridges, commercial and residential buildings
and dams) over the period 2001-2015, causing the death of 38,363 people.

7For instance, the World Bank recently supported the Coastal Disaster Risk Reduction Project, a 5-
years (2013-2018) project worth $337.2 million. One of its stated goals was to reduce vulnerability through
resilient infrastructure. In the last decade the World Bank supported several disaster recovery projects
following major disasters (e.g. cyclone Phailin, cyclone Hudhud). The projects focused on a fast, early and
long-term recovery based on building-back better.
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name and the location of its headquarters. Since production rarely occurs at the headquar-

ters, identifying the location of each of the establishments belonging to a firm is crucial to

construct a precise measure of firm-exposure to storms. We use the googleplaces algorithm

to supplement the Prowess dataset with the coordinates of each of the establishments of a

firm. We then construct a yearly firm-specific measure that accounts for the maximum wind

exposure at the headquarters and the establishments using storms’ best track data from the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).8 We find that our storm index

is a good proxy for capital destruction at the firm level and that storms destroy on average

4% of the fixed assets of a firm. Considering the highest storm exposure in our sample,

capital destruction reaches 75%.

Our main results show that storms cause a 5% average decrease in sales. This number

goes up to 99% for maximum exposures. When taking into account the full distribution of

industrial performance, measured by the Balassa index of revealed comparative advantage,

results show that in the aftermath of a storm, firms’ industry sales shift towards better

performing industries. This finding is driven by firms adjusting their production mix within

an existing set of industries, rather than firms investing in new industry production lines. In

addition, our results indicate that, within industry, the least productive firms are affected

relatively more by storms and experience larger decreases in sales (in percentage).9 We find

across- and within-industry adjustments to be of similar magnitudes and, as expected, to

depend on the capital intensity of industries. These results hold across a variety of robustness

tests. A closer look at the dynamics of the adjustment shows that these effects take place

quickly. By the end of the year following the storm the adjustments of fixed assets and sales

are complete.

This paper adds to the growing literature on the impact of cyclones and storms.10 Several

studies have looked at the impact of natural disasters on economic outcomes, such as fiscal

policy, financial aid, investment, consumption growth, exports, or precautionary savings (see

Cavallo & Noy, 2010; Dell et al., 2014, for a survey of aggregate impacts). A large body of

the literature focuses on economic growth, either using cross-country or within-country data.

For instance, Strobl (2011), looks at the economic growth impact of hurricanes across US

coastal counties, while Cavallo et al. (2013), examine the average causal impact of natural

disasters on economic growth using synthetic controls and counterfactual analysis. Hsiang

8A storm best track reports the position, the strength of the wind and the diameter characterizing the
eye of a hurricane at intervals of six hours.

9Since the appearance of a firm in the Prowess database depends on the availability of its financial
statements and not on whether the specific firm is active, we are not able to study the entry and exit of
firms.

10For a survey of the literature on tropical cyclones see Botzen et al. (2019).
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& Jina (2014) reviewed the hypotheses advanced by the literature concerning the effects

of hurricanes on long-run economic growth across countries: creative destruction/build back

better (e.g. Skidmore & Toya, 2002; Cuaresma et al., 2008) and recovery to trend/no recovery

(e.g. Miguel & Roland, 2011).11

More recently, the literature has turned to the adjustment of firms to tropical cyclones.

For instance, Elliott et al. (2019) find that cyclones have a considerable negative impact on

Chinese firms’ performance. Similarly to our findings, this effect is relatively short-lived.

Seetharam (2018) examines the spatial propagation of job losses occurring within multi-

plant firms across undisrupted distant regions in the US. The author finds that, within a

firm, for every job lost in a county hit by a cyclone, 0.19-0.25 jobs are lost across other

regions, suggesting that the network of establishments tend to propagate the effect of a

cyclone. Using US administrative data, Basker & Miranda (2018) study firm survival in the

aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. They find that smaller and less productive businesses have

lower survival rates, while larger and more productive firms hire more. Vu & Noy (2018)

look at firms in Vietnam and find that while cyclones have a negative impact on retail sales,

they lead to an increase in investments, with large differences between urban an rural areas.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to unpack the heterogeneity of

the effects of storms on firms within and across industries in a major developing country

where the dynamics of adjustment may differ from those encountered in a high income

country. Our findings suggest that in the aftermath of storms, in addition to replacing

11A large share of the existing literature focuses on the impact of storms in developed countries, and
especially in the US. Deryugina (2017) focuses on the fiscal costs of natural disasters by looking at social
safety nets. Observing a substantial increase in non-disaster related transfers in the decade following the
strike, she concludes that the real cost of disasters has probably been underestimated and social safety nets
contribute to provide a better insurance from natural disasters to people living in developed countries. In
a recent paper, Boustan et al. (2020) look at the US between 1920 and 2010 (the US are affected by over
one hundred natural disasters every year), and find negative effects on counties’ out-migration rates and
housing prices. Another large literature focuses on the impact of hurricanes and natural disasters on the
labor market, households’ finances, and education. Deryugina et al. (2018) find large and persistent effects
on people’s decision regarding where to live, but only small and transitory effects on employment and income
following Hurricane Katrina. The impact of Hurricane Katrina on employment has also been analyzed by
Groen & Polivka (2008), McIntosh (2008), Belasen & Polachek (2008) and Groen et al. (2020). Gallagher &
Hartley (2017) show that Katrina had a positive impact on household finances since insurance money was
mainly used to repay loans. Finally, Sacerdote (2012), shows that students who were forced to switch school
in the aftermath of Katrina suffered a sharp decline in test scores, but the hurricane did not have an impact
on the decision to attend college.

A smaller, but growing literature focuses on the impact of tropical cyclones on household welfare and
inequalities in developing countries. Sedova et al. (2020) shows that cyclones increase inequalities among
rural households in India by reducing consumption for poor households, especially for households involved
in farming (for other studies on the impact of cyclones on inequalities in developing countries see also Bui
et al., 2014; Keerthiratne & Tol, 2018; Warr & Aung, 2019). Another strand of the literature focuses on the
response of households in terms of expenditures and labor market outcomes (see for instance Arouri et al.,
2015; Karim, 2018).
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old capital with newer and more productive vintages, firms also tend to re-optimize their

production structure along a second dimension by switching to better-performing industries.

This additional adjustment mechanism is important because it may contribute to boost

recovery and economic growth. For the design of post-disaster policies our results indicate

that on the firm side undiscriminating policies, which are easier to implement and potentially

less costly than targeted policies, can be successful at helping firms cope with disasters.

While undiscriminating policies might work at the firm level, some firms and industries are

still going to be more affected than others, and therefore it is crucial that the government

assists workers who need to switch to a different firm and/or industry.

2 Data

2.1 Firm-level production data

Firm-level data are taken from Prowess, a large panel database constructed by the Centre

for Monitoring Indian Economy Pvt. Ltd. (CMIE) from annual and quarterly statements of

companies.12 To our knowledge, Prowess is the largest dataset on the financial performance of

Indian firms and the only detailed database on firm-level product mix and sales in India with

information on headquarters’ postal codes and company names.13, 14 We focus on the 6,037

firms operating in the manufacturing sector (defined by the ISIC Rev. 4 2-digit classification

of industries, Section C, Divisions 10-33) between 1995 and 2006.15

In order to disentangle the two mechanisms of interest, the adjustments across and within

industries, we rank firms and industries (at the 4-digit level). We classify industries accord-

ing to their performance relative to the world average using the Balassa Index of revealed

comparative advantage, and firms according to their TFP. Details about the construction of

the Balassa index and TFP are provided in Appendices A.2 and A.3.

We divide firms in three categories: i) firms which produce within a single industry

12Prowess has been used widely in the literature to study multi-product firms, see e.g. Goldberg et al.
(2010) and De Loecker et al. (2016).

13In India, postal codes are composed of 6 digits and are called pincodes.
14A caveat of this database is that it is not representative of the Indian economy. The main criterion for

inclusion in the Prowess database is “unencumbered availability of information”. Companies are included if
they meet any of these criteria: i) availability of annual audited profit and loss statement and balance sheet;
ii) availability of share prices either from the National Stock Exchange or the Bombay Stock Exchange;
iii) availability of quarterly financial statements. Following this criterion, all listed companies and their
subsidiaries are included in Prowess. A certain number of unlisted companies is also included, especially
public and private limited companies. However, not all unlisted companies are included, since information
is not easily available. As a consequence, the panel of firms is unbalanced, large firms are better represented
than smaller firms and the informal sector is not present in this database.

15Firm-industry-year triplets are kept only if observed for at least two consecutive years.
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over the entire period (single-ISIC firms); ii) firms which operate in more than one ISIC

industry every year over the entire period (always-multi-ISIC firms); and iii) firms which

switch from being a single-ISIC to a multi-ISIC firm (and vice versa) over time (multi-ISIC

firms).16 Table 1 indicates that 15% of the firms contained in our final sample are always

single-ISIC, 52% switch status from single- to multi-ISIC firms (and vice versa), and 33%

are always-multi-ISIC firms.

[Table 1 here]

In Panel A of Table 2 we show that always-multi-ISIC firms differ from single- and multi-

ISIC firms. On average, always-multi-ISIC firms have higher sales at the industry level and

produce in industries with higher comparative advantage.17 4-digit ISIC industries are large

industrial definitions covering many products and, therefore, we assume that firms active

every year in two or more of these industrial classifications have better access to cutting-edge

technologies, a closer alignment to comparative advantage and sturdier and more durable

capital. In Section 3 we show that these firms are indeed more resilient to storms and, for

this reason, we exclude them from most of the analysis.

[Table 2 here]

Summary statistics for the main variables are shown in Panel B and C of Table 2. Annual

real sales for the average firm in our sample are 40.1 crores Rs (equivalent to roughly US$ 5.7

million).18 The maximum value reported is roughly US$ 5.9 billion in sales. When focusing

on the sample excluding always-multi-ISIC firms, these values become significantly smaller,

with an average value of roughly US$ 2.7 million and a maximum values of US$ 808 million.

The distribution of comparative advantage is relatively similar between the whole sample

and the sample excluding always-multi-ISIC firms.

2.2 Storms

2.2.1 Exogeneity of storms

The central identifying assumption of this paper relies on the exogeneity of storms to eco-

nomic activity. In this section we first discuss storms’ exogeneity in general and, then, we

look at storms’ exogeneity with respect to the firms considered in our sample.

16CMIE uses its own product classifications. Appendix A.1 provides more details on how we match their
product codes to ISIC Rev. 4 4-digit.

17Figure D.1 of Appendix D shows a similar picture.
18We use an exchange rate of 70 Rs for US$ 1.
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Tropical storms are unpredictable. The frequency of occurrence of tropical storms is

stationary, i.e. the past does not provide any information on the exact timing and location

of future occurrences (see e.g. Elsner & Bossak, 2001; Lindell et al., 2007; Pielke et al., 2008).

Tropical storms are more likely to happen in coastal areas and, yet, they are perceived as

extremely unlikely even in these areas.19 Moreover, firms’ and people’s investment and

location decisions do not seem to be affected by the possibility of being on the path of a

tropical storm. In an experimental setting, Wu & Lindell (2014) show that decision makers

tend to wait too long in order to evacuate areas at risk. Dessaint & Matray (2017) show

that, in the US, managers tend to react to hurricanes in their vicinity by increasing cash

holdings, but only for a short period. Anecdotal evidence shows that storm-prone areas are

not abandoned or less developed; on the contrary, they are characterized by a lot of economic

activity. For instance, Pelli & Tschopp (2017) show that in India and the Philippines we

observe a high concentration of firms in these areas.

While storms inflict damages through three different channels (winds, floods and surges),

we only focus on winds. This choice is dictated by the fact that winds can be considered

truly exogeneous whereas the impact of flood and surges may depend on land management.

For instance, Petkov (2018) shows that people take into account the probability of a flood

in their decision about where to settle.

In Table 3 we perform a series of balancing tests to ensure that storms can be considered

exogeneous in our sample. These tests compare the average of industry-firm sales, TFP,

the Balassa index and net assets between firms that are about to get hit by a storm and

firms that are not. Consider for instance the year 1996. We divide the sample in two sets:

in the first one we include all the firms that where hit for the first time in 1997. In the

second set, we put all the firms which are not hit up to 1997 included. We then test whether

the difference in the average of each variable up to 1996 across the two sets is statistically

different from zero.

[Table 3 here]

We are not able to test the difference of means for all the years. This is true especially for

later years, as it becomes more difficult to find a set of firms that has not been affected by a

storm in any of the previous years. In Panel A, B, and D, the comparisons are performed at

the firm-industry level. In Panel C, since the Balassa index is measured at the industry level,

we restrict ourselves to testing the difference only within single-ISIC firms. Most of these

19Tropical storms form above the sea if a set of particular conditions is met. One of these conditions is
that the ocean needs to reach at least 79.7 degrees Fahrenheit (26.5 degrees Celsius) to a depth of 50 meters
for a tropical storm to arise.
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differences are statistically not significant, with the exception of two differences in means

that are statistically significant at the 10% level and one at the 1% level. For two of the

three statistically different averages, the difference goes in the opposite direction of what

would be expected if one believed that firms anticipated tropical storms. In Panel A, we

observe that average sales are higher for firms located in storm prone areas for the year 2000,

while in Panel B, we observe that average TFP is higher for firms located in storm prone

areas for the year 2001. If it were true that firms locate endogenously to storm activity, we

would expect these differences to go in the opposite direction.

2.2.2 Firm exposure to storms

In order to evaluate the response of firms, we construct a firm-level measure that takes into

account establishments’ exposure to winds. To build this measure, denoted by Hft (where f

is the firm subscript and t denotes time), we first identify and geo-reference all of a firm’s es-

tablishments. Second, we compute the maximum windspeed (hereafter “windspeed”) that hit

each establishment during each storm. Finally, we sum windspeed across the establishments

of a firm. To calculate windspeed we follow the standard practice in the climate literature

and parametrically model storms as translating ranking vortices. We use the original Dep-

perman formula Deppermann (1947) in our baseline estimations and show in Appendix B

that our results are similar when using both the Holland (Holland, 1980) and HURRECON

(Boose et al., 2004) meteorological models.

Windspeed is also used as a measure of incidence in other studies (see e.g. Hsiang & Jina,

2014; Anttila-Hughes & Hsiang, 2013; Hsiang & Narita, 2012; Hsiang, 2010). As argued

by Hsiang & Jina (2014), maximum windspeed is the relevant dimension to capture capital

degradation as the materials used to build durable capital only tend to break at a critical

level of pressure. However, instead of using windspeed directly, we construct an index of firm

exposure that accounts for the fact that the relationship between winds and the force exerted

on physical structures is often non-linear (see the technical HAZUS manual of the Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)). Specifically, and as detailed in Appendix A.5,

our index is computed from a quadratic damage function that captures the force exerted by

winds on physical structures. Furthermore, the index focuses on tropical storms; i.e. storms

defined by winds speeds over 33 knots. In developing countries, construction materials are

often of poor and sub-standard quality and, therefore, a threshold of 33 knots is high enough

for winds to impair buildings, materials and infrastructure.20

20Our baseline index uses a quadratic function to be directly comparable to Pelli & Tschopp (2017). In
Appendix B we propose alternative specifications of the storm index based on higher thresholds and a cubic
damage function. We also show results where we replace the storm index by windspeed. We also show
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The boxplots in Figure 2 describe winds (wph, where p denotes a pincode and h a huricane,

left panel) and the index of firm exposure (Hft, right panel) for each state over the period

1995-2006. Only states with wph > 0 and Hft > 0 are represented. The figure shows that the

median windspeed lies between 30 and 40 knots. Both boxplots exhibit substantial variation

within and across states. Table 2 shows descriptive statistics of the storm index for all

observations and only for those hit by a storm. Panel B shows that the average value of the

index is 0.027 with a maximum value of 0.525.

[Figure 2 here]

The left panel of Figure 3 shows the location of the establishments of the company “Steel

Authority of India”. The yellow dot pinpoints the location of the headquarters and the

red dots the location of each of the establishments. The green areas represent postal codes

affected by windspeeds (wph) of various intensities in 1998. The figure shows that while

the headquarters is located in the North of the country in an area that appears sheltered

from storms, several of the company’s establishments are located in areas which, in 1998,

experienced severe winds. Thus, this figure highlights the importance of accounting for

establishments when computing Hft. In fact, ignoring establishments would lead to conclude

that “Steel Authority of India” was unaffected (Hft = 0) and likely produce an attenuation

bias.

[Figure 3 here]

The right panel of Figure 3 illustrates how the index of firm exposure to storms, Hfh,

is distributed across postal codes in 1998. Red (blue) circles indicate positive (zero) values

of firm exposure to storms. Importantly, the map shows that a firm may be affected by a

storm even though its headquarters is located in a location sheltered from tropical storms.

3 Descriptive Facts

In this section we quantify the destruction that storms inflict on firm-level capital. We first

look at various components of the capital stock individually, i.e. buildings, land, and electric

equipments and, eventually focus on an indicator that summarizes all these measures: fixed

assets.21

results where we compute windspeed using the Holland specification (Holland, 1980) and the meteorological
HURRECON model (Boose et al., 2004), as alternatives to the Depperman formula (Deppermann, 1947).

21The variable land includes for instance depreciation due to landslides or other damages that could be
inflicted to the land by a storm.
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We run the following specification:

yft = α0 + α1Hft + V η + εft, (1)

where yft denotes one of the measures of capital for firm f in year t. While we drop the

location and industry subscripts where possible, it is understood that f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where

J is the set of industries in which firm f operates, p denotes the postal code and d the district

of the headquarters. Hft is the index of firm exposure to storms and V is a vector of controls

containing firm-specific TFP, the district-level yearly growth of night-light intensity (a proxy

for local GDP growth), the number of establishments, firm-type fixed effects (single-ISIC,

always-multi-ISIC and multi-ISIC firms), 4-digits ISIC industry-year fixed effects (FE) and

district trends.22, 23 The set of industry-year FE controls for the capital intensity of the main

industry of the firm, as well as for major aggregate industry-specific technological shocks. ε

is the error term. We expect α1 to be negative if our measure of firm exposure is a good

proxy of capital destruction.

Through the destruction of capital, storms may mechanically alter our measure of TFP.

As discussed in Appendix A.3, TFP estimates are typically obtained from the estimation of

production functions; specifically, they are the residuals of a regression of firm-level output

on inputs. Hence, holding other inputs constant (i.e. if firms do not adjust their input mix),

TFP may be altered by construction if storms destroy capital. There is also evidence that,

by disrupting production, storms can impact local economic growth (see for instance Hsiang,

2010; Strobl, 2011; Bertinelli & Strobl, 2013; Elliott et al., 2015). Thus, in order to avoid a

bad-control issue, we use the lag of TFP and growth in night-light intensity.24

Table 4 presents the results from the estimation of equation (1). The impact of a storm

on all these measures of capital is negative and statistically significant at least at the 5%

level. Column (1) through (3) present results for buildings, land, and electric equipment,

respectively; while column (4) shows the results for fixed assets. With the exception of the

coefficient on electric equipment, the others are relatively similar in magnitude. For this

reason, we focus the interpretation on the coefficient on fixed assets, -1.42. This coefficient

implies that the strongest firm exposure observed in our sample (0.53) would reduce the fixed

assets of a firm by 75.3%, or that storms at the 90th percentile of the distribution would lead

to a minimum reduction of 11.4% in fixed assets.25 For the average exposure, fixed assets

22More details on the growth of district night lights are provided in Appendix A.6.
23For multi-ISIC firms, the industry FE captures the effect associated with the industry in which the firm’s

sales are the largest.
24In using the lag of TFP and growth of night-light intensity we assume that shocks are not persistent.
25The 90th percentile of the storm distribution is 0.08, which we multiply by the destruction of 142%

observed in response to a storm index of value 1.
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drop by 4%. Column (5) presents the results for fixed assets for a sample that only includes

always-multi-ISIC firms. As expected, since these firms are likely to have access to sturdier

capital, the estimate of the impact of storms is statistically insignificant. This result supports

our choice of excluding these firms from most of the analysis.26 In column (6), we also show

results of a regression on real salaries. The estimate on the storm measure is statistically

insignificant and suggests that the effect of storms on firms works through capital and not

labor inputs.

[Table 4 here]

Another interesting question is whether a storm’s destruction occurs contemporaneously

or is protracted over several years. In order to answer this question we include in equation

(1) up to 3 lags of storm exposure.

Table 5 shows the results for these specifications. The results obtained are similar to the

ones observed in Table 4, and confirm our priors: the destruction of the capital stock inflicted

by a storm happens contemporaneously and it is not protracted over the following periods.

This pattern is clear for buildings, land and fixed assets. The variable electrical equipment

shows a different pattern, yet two things should be noted. First, electrical equipment are

more easily broken and fixed than buildings or land, and second, with data for half of the

sample it is expected to loose some precision.27

[Table 5 here]

Finally, we also examine the effects of storms on firm capital using an event study ap-

proach with firm FE.28 Besides offering a visual representation of the effects, an event study

conveniently allows to check for pre-trends. However, unlike policies which are implemented

at a given point in time and not revoked thereafter, it is not clear whether storms (and more

generally natural disasters), which are just passing events, should be treated as binary or

staggered, and how one would treat units that are exposed to multiple treatments over time.

For these reasons, we restrict the sample to firms that experienced storms only once over

the entire period and treat exposure as a binary treatment. We present the average effects

on firm fixed assets in Figure 4 (left panel), where t = −1 is the year before the event. The

26In Tables C.1 and C.2 of the Appendix, we show results obtained using the sample that includes all
firms. Estimates remain similar when we include always-multi-ISIC firms.

27All the estimates for a specification on salaries that includes three lags are statistically insignificant.
28Similar to Table 4, we control for local GDP growth, and include district trends as well as industry-year

FE. Firm-type FE and the number of establishments are dropped due to the inclusion of firm FE. Also note
that we exclude TFP as it moves slowly over time and cannot be identified separately from firm FE.
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pre-trends p-value is for the null hypothesis of no pre-trends, and the leveling-off p-value is

for the null hypothesis that the dynamics has leveled off by the end of the window period.

Confidence intervals represent 95% bounds. The Figure suggests that treated firms do not

exihibit differential trends prior to the event. After the storm, firm fixed assets drop and,

consistent with our previous results, the effects level off quickly, disappearing within one year

after the shock. Before turning to the heterogeneity analysis and examining the reallocation

margins of interest, we also plot in the right panel of Figure 4 the average effects on firm

sales, obtained using the same event study methodology and set of controls as for the left

panel. The p-value at the bottom of the figure indicates the absence of pre-trends. In addi-

tion, one can see that right in the aftermath of the storm firm sales mirror fixed assets. Yet,

sales recover more slowly, with the negative effects lasting for two more periods.29

[Figure 4 here]

4 Adjustments Across and Within Industries

In order to estimate the across- and within-industry effects highlighted earlier, we run the

following equation:

sfit = φ0 + φ1TFPf(t−1) + φ2Hft + φ3 (CAit ·Hft) + φ4

(
TFPf(t−1) ·Hft

)
+Zφ+ υfit, (2)

where s are log revenues generated from sales by firm f in industry i at time t, TFP controls

for firm productivity, CA is the Balassa index of revealed comparative advantage and H is

the index of firm exposure to storms.30, 31 The vector of controls Z includes the yearly growth

of district night lights, the number of establishments per firm, as well as a set of firm-type

FE, postal code FE, district trends and 4-digits ISIC industry-year FE. υ is the error term.

29In Figure D.2 of the Appendix, we present event study plots obtained when restricting the sample to
always-multi-ISIC firms. Two things are worth pointing out. First, the pre-trend p-values are zero, indicating
the presence of pre-trends. Second, the plots suggest that neither fixed assets nor sales are impacted by the
event. Hence, the event study produces results in line with the findings in Table 4 and the notion that
always-multi-ISIC firms differ from the rest of the sample.

30Recall that, as defined earlier on, f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the set of industries in which firm f
operates, p is the postal code and d denotes the district of the headquarters.

31A similar functional form has been used in ealier studies to examine the pattern of trade at the industry-
country level. For example, Rajan & Zingales (1998) evaluates whether industries that heavily depend on
external financing expand faster in countries with better financial markets. Nunn (2007) examines whether
contract-intensive industries tend to be more widespread in countries with better contract enforcement.
Levchenko (2007) tests if better institutions leads countries to specialize in goods relying strongly on insti-
tutions.
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As discussed in Section 3, TFP and the growth of night lights are lagged by one period in

order to avoid a bad control issue.32

The inclusion of both the growth of district night lights and district trends allows us to

control for district-level economic changes, as well as pre-existing regional trends. The num-

ber of establishments per firm controls for the fact that multi-plant firms may cope better

with storms as they can reallocate production or inputs across their production network,

at least temporarily. In addition, since our storm measure is the sum of winds across es-

tablishments, the same storm is likely to be more severe for a firm composed by a single

establishment. Firm-type FE control for the fact that, as discussed earlier on, multi-ISIC

firms tend to have higher sales per industry. Postal code FE capture fixed local characteris-

tics that may affect firm-industry sales. For instance, a firm located in an urban area likely

benefits from a better market access, e.g. through proximity to other firms or access to

high-quality road infrastructure, and may react differently to a storm than a firm located in

a rural or more remote region. Finally, industry-year FE control for industrial shocks such

as technological changes, but also for the capital intensity of an industry which may affect

the way production in an industry is affected by storms.33

We expect more productive firms to have higher sales than less productive firms irrespec-

tive of the industry in which they operate (φ1 > 0). Since storms destroy capital, we expect

production to be impaired or at least slowed down and thus, the coefficient on storms to

be negative (φ2 < 0). The coefficient on the interaction term, φ3, captures the differential

impact of storms on sales across industries with different levels of comparative advantage.

Taken together φ2 and φ3 jointly determine the way a storm strike reshapes the pattern of

industrial production and inform on whether, in the aftermath of a storm, firms tend to

reconstruct in industries which exhibit a higher comparative advantage. If industries with

a relatively low comparative advantage are affected disproportionately more, one would ex-

pect the marginal effect of storms on industry-firm sales to be monotonically increasing in

comparative advantage; i.e. φ3 > 0 and φ2 < 0.34 The coefficient φ4 captures the differential

impact of storms on sales across firms with varying levels of productivity. If φ2 < 0, a pos-

itive estimate of φ3 would suggest that the least productive firms are impacted more than

firms at the top of the productivity distribution.

The inclusion of postal code FE implies that φ3 is estimated by comparing, within postal

code, firms active in industries that exhibit different levels of comparative advantage (in a

given year or over time). Since multi-ISIC firms produce in multiple industries, including

32CA, the measure of comparative advantage, is absorbed by the set of industry-year fixed effects included
in Z and, therefore, does not appear on its own in equation (2).

33Section 6 provides more details on the importance of capital intensity.
34The marginal effect of storms on sales for each level of comparative advantage is given by φ2 +φ3 ·CAit.
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postal code FE also implies comparing the responses of a firm across its different industry

lines of production. With industry-year FE, identification of φ4 is achieved by comparing,

within an industry and year, the response of firms with different productivity levels, after

controlling for local factors and firm fixed characteristics.

In Section 4.2, we also discuss and implement a stricter specification which replaces

postal code FE with firm FE, identifying φ3 using within-firm data variation. Adding firm

FE will allow us to rule out alternative stories and isolate the effect of firms building back in

better-performing industries. However, adding firm FE leaves too little variation to identify

φ4, the reason being that firm TFP levels are rather stable over time. Since our objective

is to disentangle within- and across-industry effects, we deliberately adopt as baseline the

specification given by equation (2).

4.1 Results

The results presented in Table 6 are based on a sample that includes only positive values

of sales and, therefore, reflect adjustments at the intensive margin. The extensive margin

(in terms of entry and exit of 4-digit ISIC industry lines) is treated in Section 5. Errors are

three-way clustered at the firm, district-year and industry-year levels in the specifications

that include both interaction terms. The firm dimension accounts for the fact that the

treatment varies at the firm level and allows for the errors to be correlated within firm over

time and, for multi-ISIC firms, across industry production lines. Clustering at the district-

year level accounts for the spatial nature of storms and industry-year level for the fact

comparative advantage is an industry-specific measure. In the specifications which exclude

the interaction between the storm measure and the index of comparative advantage, standard

errors are two-way clustered at the firm and district-year levels.35, 36

[Table 6 here]

We start by including only one of the interaction terms (CAit ·Hft) of equation (2). The

estimates have the expected sign and are both statistically significant. Hence, it appears that

35In Table C.3 of Appendix C, we also show results based on three alternative ways of clustering the
standard errors: i) one-way clustered at the district level, ii) two-way clustered at the district and industry
levels, and finally iii) two-way clustered at the district-year and industry-year levels. In all cases, the
estimates remain statistically significant at least at the 5% level.

36Note that the number of observations changes between Table 4 and Table 6 because in the former the
unit of observation is the firm, while in the latter the cross-sectional unit is formed by an industry-firm pair.
Finally, also note that we lose 219 and 281 singleton observations in the specifications that include all firms
and those that exclude always-multi-ISIC firms, respectively. Hence, the number of observations in Table 6
differs from that presented in Table 2.
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the negative impact of storms on firms’ sales is disproportionately larger for firms producing

in industries characterized by a relatively lower comparative advantage. This result is in line

with Pelli & Tschopp (2017) and indicates the presence of a build-back better mechanism:

firms replace destroyed capital with newer more productive vintages and they do so by

putting more weight on reconstruction in better performing industries. As this happens,

patterns of production shift towards the top of the distribution of comparative advantages.

Column (2) shows that excluding always-multi-ISIC firms from the sample nearly doubles

the estimate of φ3 from roughly 0.5 to 1, which suggests that the build-back better mechanism

found in column (1) is, to a large extent, driven by single-ISIC and multi-ISIC firms. As

shown previously, these types of firms tend to produce in industries with substantially lower

comparative advantages and, therefore, are more likely to exploit capital destruction to adapt

their production.

Columns (3) and (4) report results for the estimation of equation (2) including only the

interaction term between TFP and firm exposure to storms. The estimates have the expected

sign and are statistically significant. Whether always-multi-ISIC firms are included or not

in the sample, estimates of φ2 and φ3 do not statistically differ from each other, which is

expected as average TFP is similar for single-ISIC, multi-ISIC and always-multi-ISIC firms,

as shown in Figure 5. Taken together, both estimates imply that, within industry, the

response of sales to storms is monotonically increasing in productivity, with sales shrinking

for firms with relatively low TFP and growing at the top of the productivity distribution.

[Figure 5 here]

Columns (5) and (6) disentangle the two effects – within and across industries. As before,

the estimate on the interaction term between comparative advantage and the storm index

doubles when excluding always-multi-ISIC firms (column 6). In column (7), we compute

standardized coefficients to compare the magnitude of the estimates obtained on each of the

interaction terms. Results suggest that the adjustments across and within industries are

similar.37

The estimates of column (6) imply that for the median firm (in terms of both TFP and

comparative advantage), a value of storm exposure equal to one would lead to a 190% de-

crease in a firm’s industry sales.38 It is important to note that this number is not excessively

large as the average of the storm index is 0.027.39 For the average exposure, storms cause

37The results survive if we exclude firms that are never affected by tropical storms.
38This result is obtained as follows, [−5.92 + (0.750 ∗ 0.92) + (0.785 ∗ 4.24)]∗100, using median comparative

advantage (0.750) and median TFP (0.785).
39The average is computed conditional on positive values of the storm index.
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a 5% drop in sales. For a storm at the 75th (90th) percentile of the distribution, these esti-

mates imply a 3% (15%) decrease in firms’ industry sales.40 In Figure D.3 of Appendix D

we use the estimates obtained in column (6) to illustrate the marginal effects of a storm by

comparative advantage and TFP level. The figure shows that the change in a firm’s industry

log sales resulting from a storm of mean intensity varies between -15% and +17%, depending

on a firm’s TFP level and the industry in which it operates. The figure also suggests that

producing in an industry with high comparative advantage can more than compensate for

the negative effect associated with a low productivity and even lead to a positive marginal

effect. Similarly, it appears that a high productivity level can shelter a firm from the negative

effects of operating in an industry with a relatively low Balassa index of revealed comparative

advantage.41

4.2 Robustness

In this section, we perform several robustness checks of our baseline results. First, we evaluate

whether our results are driven by the strongest storms. Second, we examine the eventuality

of an attenuation bias resulting from the timing of the storms and third, whether our findings

capture alternative mechanisms. Fourth, we run a series of placebo regressions and finally

we consider possible non-linearities. Results are shown in Tables 7 and 8.

[Table 7 here]

No extremes. Column (2) of Table 7 shows results obtained for the first robustness test in

which we eliminate from the sample values of the storm index associated with winds falling

in the top 1% of the wind distribution. As expected, excluding the strongest winds from

the sample leads to smaller impacts on sales. However, the estimates of interest have the

expected signs and remain statistically significant at least at the 5% level, suggesting that

the mechanisms highlighted are at play even when removing the largest shocks from the

sample.

40−190 ∗ 0.0156 for a storm at the 75th, and −190 ∗ 0.0794 for a storm at the 90th percentile of the
distribution.

41In Appendix B we discuss results based on alternative definitions of the storm index. First, we use a cubic
relationship between the energy released by a storm and the force exerted on physical structures, second, we
move the windspeed threshold up to 50 and 64 knots and, third, we replace the storm index by windspeed.
We also present estimates obtained when windspeed is computed using more recent meteorological models
(Holland and HURRECON).
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Storm timing. The storm measure includes occurrences spread over the entire year. If

a storm hits towards the end of the year, its impact on sales may be felt only in the next

fiscal year, therefore creating an attenuation bias. In column (3) of Table 7 we propose to

explore the timing of our main effect within one year, splitting the storm index into the

two storm seasons (before and after June 30).42 We restrict the sample to firms which are

hit either during the first or the second half of a given year but not both. For this reason,

our sample shrinks from 17,952 to 11,207 observations in the sales’ regressions. Estimates

suggest that storms happening after June 30 have no effects on sales, whereas the estimates

corresponding to storms in the first semester of the year are both statistically significant

and in line with our baseline estimates (note that a direct comparison of the magnitudes is

not possible since we exclude firms which experience storms over both 6-months periods).

On the one hand, the lack of statistical significance on Stormafter
ft is suggestive that it takes

some time for changes in sales to appear in the accounts of a firm. In fact, since storms have,

on average, similar magnitudes before and after June 30, there is no reason to expect capital

destruction to differ across periods. On the other hand, the estimates based on variables

including Stormbefore
ft suggest that reconstruction happens relatively rapidly and is felt and

registered already within the first six months following the strike.

Local demand effects and local trends. Column (4) of Table 7 examines whether our

baseline effects are driven by local demand effects. By construction, the Balassa index likely

correlates with exports, which implies that firms selling mainly to local markets tend to

be located at the bottom of the comparative advantage distribution. For this reason, our

main findings may mechanically reflect the negative effects of storms on local demand, as

a fall in demand would lower the sales of firms selling to the local market while leaving

exporters unaffected. To separately identify local demand and build-back-better effects,

we test whether exporters respond differently to storms than firms serving exclusively the

domestic market. We create an indicator variable equal to one if a firm is an exporter over

the period 1995-2006, and zero otherwise. We then include in the baseline specification this

exporter indicator as well as interaction terms between i) the exporter indicator and the

storm index, and ii) the latter interaction term and the measure of comparative advantage.

The coefficients on these extra interaction terms are statistically insignificant and, most

42Table C.4 of Appendix C shows the number of postal codes (for which we have firm-level data) hit by
winds over 33 knots by month (panel I), as well as summary statistics of winds (over 33 knots) over six-
months periods (panel II). The first panel of the table indicates that out of all the postal codes experiencing
wind speeds above 33 knots, about 52% were impacted before the end of June, with the largest frequencies
occuring in May and October. The first panel also shows that January to March, and July to September
are quiet months. The second panel suggests that the average wind speed is similar between the first and
second half of the year.
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importantly, our estimates of interest are unaltered, which suggests that our main findings

do not capture the effects of storm-induced shifts in local demand.

We then explore the distinction between build-back-better effects and recovery to local

trends, since storms may exacerbate pre-existing trends. In column (5) we replace district

trends by as set of district FE and postal code trends. The estimates obtained from this

exercise are not statistically different from the baseline results, therefore suggesting that the

issue of capturing recovery to trend is not a significant concern.

Firm fixed effects. If wind speeds are as-good-as-randomly assigned, our baseline results

should hold without controlling for lagged TFP and night-lights growth, conditional on firm

FE, year FE and district trends. In column (6) we show that the coefficients of interest remain

similar even when using this stricter specification. The inclusion of firm FE implies that the

identification of φ3 is achieved using within-firm variation, specifically, comparing industrial

sales of multi-ISIC firms (within and across years) and, for single-ISIC firms, switches in

industry lines over time.

Importantly, adding firm FE allows us to rule out other mechanisms that may gener-

ate the pattern observed in the data. For instance, suppose that unobserved firm (fixed)

characteristics (other than firm productivity) are determinants of success and that better

firms self-select into comparative advantage industries. In that case, our results would also

capture the fact that these unobserved components determine the speed with which (or the

probability that) a firm gets back on its feet.

Alternatively, our findings might be driven by the presence of financial constraints. For

instance, Basker & Miranda (2018) use US administrative data to study business survival

in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. They find low survival rates for smaller and less-

productive firms and, among surviving firms, more hiring among larger and more productive

firms. Importantly, they find evidence that these differential effects are tied to the presence

of firms’ financial constraints. Our results could also reflect the presence of frictions in the

capital market, especially in a case where credit access determines a firm’s capacity to rebuild

and comparative advantage correlates with access to external finance.43 Although industry

FE in the baseline already control for the degree of financial dependence of an industry,

adding firm FE allows us to purge the effects of financial constraints from our estimates.

The coefficients obtained in column (6) are smaller in magnitude but, crucially, they remain

43The question of reliance on external credit is even more relevant in the context of a developing country
like India where only a small fraction of individuals can afford insurance against natural calamities. The
managing director and CEO of Bajaj Allianz General Insurance Company reports that less than 1% of
individuals in India buy coverage against natural catastrophes. Swiss Re reports that in 2014, only 10% of
the losses (amounting to $52 bio) caused by calamities were insured.
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qualitatively similar and statistically significant at the 5% level.

Marginal product of capital. We also study the extent to which, within industry, capital

flows towards firms with a higher marginal productivity of capital, we replace the interac-

tion TFPf(t−1) ·Hft with MRPKf(t−1) ·Hft. The term MRPK represents the firm-specific

marginal revenue productivity of capital, computed following Bau & Matray (2020).44 Re-

sults are shown in column (7) and are qualitatively similar to the baseline estimates.

Placebo. Next, we verify that the relationships obtained are not spurious. We replace the

storm index in the baseline regression with a random measure obtained by reshuffling the

occurrence of storms over the entire sample. We repeat the exercise 1000 times and report

in columns (1), (2) and (3) of Table 8 the share of replications that produce statistically

significant estimates at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. We expect this exercise to

produce mostly insignificant estimates on storms and their interactions, while leaving the

significance of the estimates on other variables largely unchanged.

[Table 8 here]

Focusing on column (1), results suggest that in only 2.7% of the cases, the randomization

produces estimates on the storm index which are statistically significant at the 1%. This

share amounts to 2.1% for the estimates on Comp. adv.it × Stormft and 4.7% for the es-

timates on TFPf(t−1) × Stormft. Instead, in 100% of the cases the estimate on TFPf(t−1)

stays statistically significant, and this at each level of statistical significance. Therefore, we

conclude that our main results do not capture spurious correlations. In Table C.5 of Ap-

pendix C we propose four alternative randomizations – within firms, industries, districts and

years – and draw similar conclusions.45

44Bau & Matray (2020) assume a Cobb-Douglas revenue production function of the type:

Revenuefit = TFPRfitK
αk

i

fitL
αl

i

fitM
αm

i

fit (3)

where f , i, and t denote firm, industry and year respectively. Revenue, K, L, and M represent the value of
sales, fixed assets, salaries, and materials, while TFPR captures the firm-specific unobserved productivity.
Therefore, the marginal revenue productivity of capital is computed as:

MRPKfit =
∂Revenueft

∂Kft
= αki

Revenueft
Kft

. (4)

We construct this measure using the Prowess database, where Revenue is replaced by the value of sales
and K by the value of net fixed assets. Assuming that the share of capital in production is constant within
industry, αki will be captured by industry-year FE in the estimations.

45While we prefer reporting results from 1000 randomizations, another placebo exercise consists in consid-
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Non linearities. Finally, we explore potential non-linear effects and extend the baseline

specification to a polynomial of order 3 in the storm index. We add the square and cube

of the index, while maintaining the baseline interaction terms with TFP and comparative

advantage. We report the result of this exercise graphically in Figure 6 where we plot, for

the median firm (median TFP and median comparative advantage), the marginal response

of sales at varying values of storm exposure.

[Figure 6 here]

The Figure shows that the marginal effects are negative across the distribution of exposure

values. As expected, we do not find statistically significant impacts at the bottom of the

distribution where winds may be too low to impair capital. The effect only kicks in with

higher exposures, intensifies as we move to larger storm intensities and becomes diluted once

we reach levels that are rarely observed.46

5 A Closer Look at Multi-ISIC Firms

In this section, we look at the extensive margin and examine whether storms increase the

probability of entry and exit of firm-industry production lines. In our sample, only 2 out of

890 single-ISIC firms switch industries from one year to the next. For this reason, we argue

that our baseline result is not driven by industry switches of single-ISIC firms and focus on

multi-ISIC firms. We conclude the section by looking at how multi-ISIC firms adjust their

current industry mix in the aftermath of storms.

5.1 Entry and exit of firm-industry production lines

In Table 9, we concentrate on the entry of new industry lines. We run a linear probability

model where the dependent variable takes the value 1 if, conditional on producing in the

previous year, a firm adds a 4-digit ISIC industry to its portfolio of industries and 0 otherwise.

ering whether leads of the storm index are statistically significant. This type of exercise produces statistically
insignificant estimates on the first, second and third leads of the storm measure, supporting the argument
that baseline results do not reflect spurious correlations.

46In Figure D.4 of the Appendix we present marginal effects for firms with different values of TFP and
comparative advantage. In Panels A and C we fix comparative advantage at the median and TFP at the 25th
(Panel A) and 75th (Panel C) percentiles of the distribution. In the right Panels we use median TFP and fix
comparative advantage at the 25th (Panel B) and 75th (Panel D) percentiles. Consistent with our previous
baseline findings, the Figure highlights that impacts are more pronounced for firms that have relatively lower
TFP and comparative advantage and that for these firms, the effects are precisely estimated over a wider
range of storm intensities.
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At each step of the analysis, we distinguish firms with one establishment from those with more

than one. We do not expect to observe an effect when including multi-establishment firms.

These firms are better sheltered from shocks as production may be reorganized and relocated

from affected towards unaffected establishments. Hence, owning multiple establishments

can be seen as an insurance against the risk of storms. We present results according to

both definitions of one-establishment firms presented in Appendix A.4. Overall, we find no

evidence that firms adjust to capital destruction by investing in new industry lines.

[Table 9 here]

Next, we investigate whether storms increase the exit rate of firm-industry production

lines. We run a linear probability model where the dependent variable takes the value 1 if,

from one year to the next, a firm stops the production of an industry line and 0 otherwise,

conditional on the firm surviving in the next period. Results are shown in Table 10. Focus-

ing on the most complete specification (column 7), we find that storms have heterogenous

effects across industries. However, there is no evidence that the effect varies depending on

productivity. Combined with a positive (albeit statistically insignificant) estimate on the

storm index, the coefficient on the interaction term (Comp. adv.it × Stormsft) implies that

industry lines characterized by low comparative advantage have a higher exit probability.

However, given the imprecisely estimated coefficient on the storm index, this heterogenous

effect will be statistically significant only for certain values of comparative advantage. Never-

theless, the result is consistent with the idea that, following massive capital destruction, firms

abandon lines of production with low comparative advantage to switch to higher segments of

the comparative advantage distribution. This effect disappears for one-establishment firms.

[Table 10 here]

While storms destroy the capital stock, they do not destroy firms’ know-how, marketing,

customers and the network of intermediaries, or intangible assets. Hence, it is expected that

most of the storms’ effects would occur at the intensive margin and that adjustments would

be negligible (if not inexistant) along the extensive margin.

5.2 Shifts in firm industrial mix

The absence of entry and a mild effect on exit of industry lines suggests that the across-

industry baseline effect is driven to a large extent by shifts in the existing firm-level produc-

tion mix. To study this possibility we regress a measure of firm industrial mix on exposure to
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storms and a set of controls including firm FE, year FE, district trends and 2-digits ISIC in-

dustry trends to account for the fact that the set of industries where a firm is active depends

on the main industry in which a firm operates (e.g. through the value chain or input-output

linkages). We also include lagged TFP and lagged district night-light growth.

The measure capturing firms’ industrial mix is constructed as follows:

IMft =
∑
j∈J

ηjftCAj(t−1), (5)

where ηjft =
sfjt∑
j∈J sfit

is the share of industry j in the total sales of firm f at time t. An

increase in IMft indicates that the pattern of production of the firm has shifted towards

comparative advantage industries. Such a shift may happen either because the firm has

shifted production away from low comparative advantage industries or, holding production

shares across industries constant, because the Balassa index of some industries has increased.

Since the comparative advantage of a country changes slowly over time, most of the variation

in IMft comes from shifts in the pattern of production of firms.

Results are presented in Table 11. We identify an effect for single-establishment firms. For

these firms, we obtain a positive coefficient on exposure to storms, indicating that they seem

to adjust by shifting their production towards industries which align better to comparative

advantage.

[Table 11 here]

6 Capital Channel

6.1 Capital reconstruction

We have shown that storms have a direct impact on firms’ physical capital and lead firms

to reorganize production. In this section we examine whether more reconstruction occurs in

industries with a high comparative advantage. We run the following specification:

yft = λ0 + λ1Hft + λ2 (CAit ·Hft) + λ3

(
TFPf(t−1) ·Hft

)
+ V ζ + uRECft , (6)

where yft is the logarithm of a firm’s fixed assets, CA is the comparative advantage of the

industry, TFP denotes firm productivity and H firm exposure to storms. V is a vector of

controls as defined previously and uREC is the error term.
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In columns (1) and (2) of Table 12 we add the two interactions terms one after the other,

while in column (3) both are introduced. In column (1), the estimate on the interaction term

is positive and statistically significant at the 1% level, suggesting that reconstruction and/or

less destruction is taking place in high comparative advantage industries. In column (2),

the coefficient on the interaction is not statistically significant, which indicates that different

TFP levels are not systematically linked to more or less durable capital varieties.

[Table 12 here]

Next, we run a dynamic specification to investigate whether the contemporaneous effect

found on (CAit ·Hft) reflects less capital destruction or is a sign of reconstruction in high

comparative advantage industries. We run the following specification:

yft = χ+
k∑
j=0

χjHft−j +
k∑
j=0

ψj (CAit−j ·Hft−j) + θ
(
TFPf(t−1) ·Hft

)
+ V η + uLAGft (7)

where k ∈ (0, 2), meaning that we include up to two lags of the storm measure and compar-

ative advantage. We do not include lags of TFP since, as seen in columns (2) and (3), TFP

does not have an impact on capital reconstruction. uLAG is the error term

Columns (4) and (5) of Table 12 report results for equation (7). The positive coefficient

on the first lag of the interaction term in column (4) shows that the contemporaneous es-

timate does not solely represent less destruction in high comparative advantage industries.

Moreover, this effect takes place within the year of the storm and the following year, as shown

in column (5). This result is consistent with Elliott et al. (2019) which find that the negative

effects of hurricanes on Chinese firms’ performance are relatively short-lived; up to one year

after the shock. In column (6) we show that coefficients become imprecisely estimated once

we include always-multi-ISIC firms in the sample, which is in line with the idea that these

firms have more durable capital. Eventually, in column (7) we add the measure of marginal

product of capital and its interaction with the storm variable and obtain results qualitatively

similar to the baseline results in column (5).

6.2 Capital intensity

We expect capital-intensive industries to be hit harder and go through a more important

reorganization of their production structure. In addition, as reconstruction should take place

at the top of the comparative advantage distribution (irrespective of the capital intensity of

the industry), we expect sales to increase in low-capital-intensity industries. In what follows
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we investigate whether this is the case. First, we compute an industry-level measure of

capital intensity in the following way:

yft = ϕ0 + ϕ1TFPf(t−1) + di + dt + uCAPft (8)

where di represents 4-digit ISIC industry FE and dt year FE. We then retrieve the coefficients

on the industry FE and use them as a measure of capital intensity, which we denote κi.

Second, we augment the baseline specification with a triple-interaction term that interacts

the exposure to storms (Hft) with comparative advantage (CAit) and κi:

sfit = µ0 + µ1TFPf(t−1) + µ2Hft + µ3

(
TFPf(t−1) ·Hft

)
+ µ4 (Hft · κi) + µ5 (CAit ·Hft) + µ6 (CAit ·Hft · κi) +Zφ+ uINTfit , (9)

where uINTfit is the error term. To simplify the reader’s job, we present the marginal effects

of this regression graphically. We fix κi and TFPf(t−1) at high and low values and plot the

marginal effect of a storm across the comparative advantage distribution. We identify high

(low) capital intensity industries by using the 75th (25th) percentile of the distribution of κi.

Similarly, we use three different levels of TFP: the 25th, the 50th, and the 75th percentiles of

its distribution.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the marginal effect evaluated at the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile

of the TFP distribution, respectively. In each of the figures the maroon line represents the

marginal effect for high capital intensity industries, while the blue one is for low capital

intensity industries, with their respective 95% confidence bands represented by the dashed

lines. The shaded areas represent areas where the marginal effect is statistically significant

at the 95% level, and maroon (blue) shading indicates statistical significance for the industry

with high (low) capital intensity.

[Figures 7, 8, and 9 here]

As expected, the figures show that industries with a high capital intensity are affected

disproportionately more by storms. The maroon marginal response is always below the blue

one, indicating that sales in high capital intensity industries decrease more than sales in

low capital intensity industries. At the bottom of the comparative advantage distribution,

industries that rely heavily on capital show a statistically significant drop in sales across

all except the highest levels of TFP, while marginal effects are statistically insignificant for

industries with low values of capital. As for the baseline estimates, the marginal effects

are monotonically increasing in comparative advantage irrespective of the industry’s capital
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intensity or the firm’s TFP. As one moves towards higher levels of comparative advantage, the

marginal effect become statistically insignificant for capital-intensive industries. Instead, for

low capital intensity industries, at high levels of comparative advantage, effects are positive

and statistically significant. This suggests that these industries, which are initially sheltered

from storms thanks to their low capital intensity, subsequently benefit from a reconstruction

effect in which firms in comparative disadvantage industries reinvest in industries with a

higher comparative advantage.

These figures suggest that the drop in sales observed in the baseline specification is driven

by comparative disadvantage industries with high capital intensity. The figures also indicate

that comparative advantage industries with low capital intensity drive the positive shifts in

sales observed at the top of the distribution of comparative advantage. Hence, by decreasing

adjustment costs, storms cause firms to reorganize their production structure.

7 Dynamics

We have shown that the impact of a storm on a firm’s fixed assets lasts for one year after the

strike. In this section we study the dynamics of the response of sales by adding to equation

(2) one lag of the storm measure and its interaction with comparative advantage.

Results are shown in column (2) of table 13. The contemporaneous coefficients are

similar to the baseline estimates. As expected, the impact of a storm on sales occurs mainly

on impact: the coefficient on the lag of the storm measure is still negative, albeit smaller

in magnitude and imprecisely estimated. Instead, we still observe an adjustment across

industries in the first year following the strike. The coefficient is smaller in size, roughly

a half of the contemporaneous one, but still positive and statistically significant at the 5%

level. This result shows that firms, especially those hit towards the end of the year, may take

up to one year after the storm in order to completely reorganize their production structure.

Including all firms in the sample (column 4) leads to a similar conclusion.

In columns (5) and (6) we show the baseline and the long-term estimations introducing

also our measure of the marginal productivity of capital. The effects remain the same.

[Table 13 here]

8 Concluding Remarks

This paper examines the response of manufacturing firms to the capital destruction triggered

by tropical storms. We focus on India between 1995 and 2006. Our objective is to investigate
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whether capital destruction causes firms to adapt to changes in the economic environment

and to unravel some of the adjustment mechanisms, within and across industries.

The analysis is run using the Prowess firm-level panel matched with data on storms and

cyclones from NOAA. Using Google Places, we locate the establishments of each of the firms

in the dataset and construct a precise measure of firm exposure to storms that allows us

to establish a relationship between storms and firm-level capital destruction in India. We

then analyze the reaction of sales and find evidence of adjustment channels consistent with

a build-back better mechanism. Across industry, we show that sales shift towards more

performing industries, confirming the results of Pelli & Tschopp (2017). Within industry,

we find that less productive firms are affected relatively more. These two effects are similar

in size. Moreover, there is no evidence that firms adjust to capital destruction by investing

in new industry lines. Our results are driven to a large extent by shifts in the firm-level

production mix within an existing set of industries. Finally, we find that the adjustment

process is complete by the end of the first year following the storm.

On a final note, it is worth pointing out that our estimates are lower bounds on realloca-

tion since, by the very nature of the firms in our sample, even the low-performing firms are

relatively efficient. In fact, one should remember that the Prowess dataset includes all listed

companies and their subsidiaries plus a certain number of unlisted companies (inclusion de-

pends on the availability of quarterly and yearly statements). Less established firms, small

businesses (e.g. small family-run businesses) and the informal sector are not captured. Our

results indicate that for smaller and more vulnerable firms the adjustment in the aftermath

of a hurricane is more important.47 Moreover, including always-multi-ISIC firms in the base-

line estimation reduces the coefficient on the adjustment across industries by half. Hence,

we expect that expanding the Prowess sample to include smaller businesses would lead to

larger reallocation effects.

47Note that it is unlikely that our results are impacted by differential firm entry and exit for the following
reasons. First, we do not expect the typical firm in our sample to be completely wiped out after a storm
since the Prowess dataset is selected towards the largest, most productive firms and even the low-performing
firms are relatively efficient. In line with this idea, baseline estimates indicate that firm fixed assets drop by
4% and sales by about 5% following the average storm, suggesting that, on average, firms do not disappear
after a storm. Second, our results suggest that the adjustments occur essentially at the intensive margin.
Hence, if a firm’s set of industry lines is not impacted, it is unlikely that storms would have an effect on
firms’ exit rate.
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Tables

Table 1: Firm type

Freq. Percent Cum

(1) (2) (3)

Single-ISIC 890 14.74 14.74
Always-multi-ISIC 1,979 32.78 47.52
Multi-ISIC 3,168 52.48 100.00

Total 6,037 100.00

Note: The term “single-ISIC” denotes firms which
produce in a single 4-digit ISIC industry over
the period 1995-2006. “Always-multi-ISIC firms”
refers to firms which produce in more than a sin-
gle 4-digit ISIC industry every year from 1995 un-
til 2006. Finally, “multi-ISIC” refers to firms that
switch from being single-ISIC to multi-ISIC firms
(and vice versa) over time.
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Table 2: Summary statistics

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N

Panel A: Sales and comp. adv. by firm type

Single ISIC firms:
Firm sales at the ISIC level (real) 10.372 34.793 0.002 708.202 2394
Comparative advantage 1.461 2.084 0 13.678 2394
Comparative advantage (ref.) 1.461 2.084 0 13.678 2394
Always-multi-ISIC firms:
Firm sales at the ISIC level (real) 63.4 847.995 0.002 41518.016 16872
Comparative advantage 1.519 2.09 0 24.346 16872
Comparative advantage (ref) 2.498 2.602 0 24.346 7757
Multi-ISIC firms:
Firm sales at the ISIC level (real) 19.887 94.726 0.002 5661.934 15839
Comparative advantage 1.652 2.245 0 24.346 15839
Comparative advantage (ref.) 1.9 2.421 0 24.346 12499

Panel B: All firms
Firm sales at the ISIC level (real) 40.151 591.806 0.002 41518.016 35105
Firm total factor productivity 0.801 0.474 0 19.075 35105
Yearly district night-lights growth 1.015 0.183 0.363 2.677 35105
Comparative advantage 1.575 2.162 0 24.346 35105
Firm exposure to storms 0.002 0.017 0 0.525 35105
Firm exposure to storms if Hft > 0 0.02 0.054 0 0.525 3288

Panel C: Excluding always-multi-ISIC firms

Firm sales at the ISIC level (real) 18.637 89.241 0.002 5661.934 18233
Firm total factor productivity 0.812 0.43 0 11.215 18233
Yearly district night-lights growth 1.017 0.188 0.363 2.677 18233
Comparative advantage 1.627 2.226 0 24.346 18233
Firm exposure to storms 0.002 0.021 0 0.525 18233
Firm exposure to storms if Hft > 0 0.027 0.066 0 0.525 1593

Note: The term “single-ISIC” denotes firms which produce in a single 4-digit ISIC industry over the
period 1995-2006. “Always-multi-ISIC firms” refers to firms which produce in more than a single 4-
digit ISIC industry every year from 1995 until 2006. Finally, “multi-ISIC” refers to firms that switch
from being single-ISIC to multi-ISIC firms (and vice versa) over time. “Comparative advantage”
refers to Balassa index of revealed comparative advantage. “Comparative advantage (ref.)” is the
reference comparative advantage in a year. For firms active in multiple industries, we choose as
reference the highest comparative advantage in a year. Sales are expressed in crores (10 millions) of
Indian Rupees and are deflated using the industry-level price gross output, base year 2005. Total
factor productivity is computed using the approach developed by Levinsohn & Petrin (2003).
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Table 3: Balancing tests

Year Mean Mean Difference
cyclone no cyclone

Panel A: Firm-industry sales

1996 16.211 11.013 -5.197
1997 11.024 12.677 1.652
1998 8.695 15.56 6.865
1999 26.833 14.989 -11.844∗

2000 11.35 10.777 -0.573

Panel B: TFP

1996 0.805 0.921 0.116∗

1997 0.906 0.902 -0.003
1998 0.872 0.896 0.024
1999 0.833 0.857 0.024
2000 0.957 0.831 -0.126∗∗∗

Panel C: Balassa Index

1996 11.233 1.303 -9.93
1997 0.301 1.709 1.408
1998 1.379 1.783 0.404
1999 0.158 1.795 1.637
2000 0.72 1.836 1.115

Panel D: Net assets

1999 10.696 9.942 -0.754
2001 11.789 10.36 -1.429
2002 8.227 8.879 0.651

Note: In Panel A, B, and D we report averages
for firms hit by cyclones and firms not hit. For
instance, row 1996 compares data up to 1996 for
all the firms hit in 1997 (but not before) to data
for firms that have not been hit up to 1997 in-
cluded. The Balassa index is not a firm-specific
variable, but industry specific. For this reason,
in Panel C we perform the same comparison but
only including single-ISIC firms.
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Table 4: Descriptive facts

Fixed assetsft (logs)
Excl. always- Only always-

Dependent variable Buildingsft (logs) Landft (logs) Electricityft (logs) multi-ISIC multi-ISIC Salariesft (logs)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Stormsft -1.54∗∗∗ -1.55∗∗∗ -2.48∗∗∗ -1.42∗∗ 1.598 -0.312
(0.48) (0.45) (0.86) (0.57) (1.864) (0.198)

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Night-lights growthdt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

# of establishments Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm-type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 14407 13794 6862 14936 7618 14489

Note: Standard errors are two-way clustered at the firm and district-year level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. The firm subscript
f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the set of industries in which firm f operates, p denotes a postal code and d a district. In column (1), the
dependent variable is the log of the value of firm net buildings. In column (2), “land” refers to the log of the value of firm net land. The
term “electricity” in column (3) refers to the log of the value of firm net electrical installations and fittings. In columns (4) and (5), the
term “fixed assets” refers to the log of the value of firm net fixed assets. In the last column, the term “real salaries” refers to the log of firm
real salaries. The set of industry FE corresponds to the ISIC 4-digits classification. All the specifications exclude always-multi-ISIC firms
from the sample.
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Table 5: Descriptive facts – long-term

Dependent variable Buildingsft (logs) Landft (logs)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Stormsft -1.54∗∗∗ -1.57∗∗∗ -1.76∗∗∗ -1.82∗∗∗ -1.55∗∗∗ -1.56∗∗∗ -1.71∗∗∗ -1.83∗∗∗

(0.48) (0.49) (0.42) (0.44) (0.45) (0.47) (0.57) (0.69)

Stormsf(t−1) -0.69 0.015 0.26 -0.24 -0.44 -0.070
(0.57) (0.68) (0.70) (0.48) (0.67) (0.87)

Stormsf(t−2) -0.094 -0.094 0.026 -0.44
(0.20) (0.32) (0.28) (0.42)

Stormsf(t−3) -0.22 0.038
(0.30) (0.32)

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Night-lights growthdt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

# of establishments Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 14407 14407 11665 9736 13794 13794 11203 9363

Dependent variable Electricityft (logs) Fixed assetsft (logs)

(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)

Stormsft -2.48∗∗∗ -2.51∗∗∗ -1.93∗ -1.88 -1.42∗∗ -1.46∗∗ -1.32∗∗ -1.41∗∗

(0.86) (0.88) (1.01) (1.33) (0.57) (0.58) (0.52) (0.62)

Stormsf(t−1) -0.32 -1.48 -0.51 -0.81 -0.30 -0.077
(0.86) (1.21) (1.58) (0.71) (0.89) (0.95)

Stormsf(t−2) -0.39∗ -0.66∗ 0.063 0.14
(0.22) (0.39) (0.26) (0.39)

Stormsf(t−3) -0.28 -0.099
(0.36) (0.29)

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Night-lights growthdt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

# of establishments Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm-type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 6862 6862 5460 4492 14936 14936 12040 9996

Note: Standard errors are two-way clustered at the firm and district-year level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
The firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the set of industries in which firm f operates, p denotes a postal code
and d a district. In columns (1)-(4), the dependent variable is the log of firm net buildings. In column (5)-(8), “land”
refers to the log of firm net land. The term “electricity” in column (9)-(12) refers to the log of firm net electrical
installations and fittings. In column (13)-(16), the term “fixed assets” refers to the log of firm net fixed assets. The
set of industry FE corresponds to the ISIC 4-digits classification. All the specifications exclude always-multi-ISIC
firms from the sample.
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Table 6: Baseline – across and within industry effects

Excl. always-
Excl. always- Excl. always- multi-ISIC firms

Salesfit (logs) All firms multi-ISIC firms All firms multi-ISIC firms All firms Non-stand. Stand.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

TFPf(t−1) 0.23∗∗∗ 0.66∗∗∗ 0.23∗∗∗ 0.65∗∗∗ 0.23∗∗∗ 0.65∗∗∗ 0.126∗∗∗

(0.070) (0.079) (0.062) (0.079) (0.069) (0.079)

Stormsft -2.17∗∗∗ -2.82∗∗∗ -5.32∗∗∗ -4.96∗∗∗ -5.91∗∗∗ -5.92∗∗∗ -0.009∗∗∗

(0.82) (0.86) (1.40) (1.38) (1.41) (1.33)

Comp. adv.it × Stormsft 0.51∗∗ 0.98∗∗∗ 0.50∗∗ 0.92∗∗ 0.019∗∗

(0.24) (0.35) (0.24) (0.39)

TFPf(t−1) × Stormsft 5.03∗∗∗ 4.41∗∗∗ 5.01∗∗∗ 4.24∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗

(1.63) (1.48) (1.87) (1.34)

Night-lights growthdt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

# of establishments Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm-type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Postal code FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 34886 17952 34886 17952 34886 17952 17952

Note: Standard errors are three-way clustered at the firm, district-year and industry-year levels in columns (1), (2) and (5)-(7), and
two-way clustered at the firm and district-year level in columns (3) and (4). *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. The firm subscript
f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the set of industries in which firm f operates, p denotes a postal code and d a district. The dependent
variable is the log of firm sales in industry i at time t. The set of industry FE corresponds to the ISIC 4-digits classification. “All
firms” indicates that the specification includes all firms and “Excl. always-multi-ISIC firms” means that always-multi-ISIC firms
are excluded from the sample. Columns (1)-(5) show non-standardized estimates. In the last two columns, “Non-stand.” stands for
non-standardized estimates and “Stand.” for standardized results.
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Table 7: Robustness

No Storm Local Recovery
Sales fit (logs) Baseline extremes timing demand effects to trend Firm FE MRPKf(t−1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Stormsft -5.92∗∗∗ -2.81∗∗∗ -5.98∗∗∗ -5.93∗∗∗ -0.91∗∗ -3.37∗∗∗

(1.33) (0.57) (1.31) (1.33) (0.40) (0.86)

Comp. adv.it × Stormsft 0.92∗∗ 0.39∗∗ 1.05∗∗∗ 0.92∗∗ 0.33∗∗ 0.90∗∗

(0.39) (0.16) (0.37) (0.39) (0.14) (0.39)

TFPf(t−1) × Stormsft 4.24∗∗∗ 1.91∗∗∗ 4.48∗∗∗ 4.24∗∗∗

(1.34) (0.61) (1.09) (1.34)

MRPKf(t−1) × Stormsft 0.13∗∗∗

(0.036)

Stormsbeforeft -3.33∗∗∗

(0.89)

Comp. adv.it × Stormsbeforeft 0.33∗

(0.20)

TFPf(t−1) × Stormsbeforeft 2.52∗∗

(0.99)

Stormsafterft 14.9

(25.0)

Comp. adv.it × Stormsafterft -2.88

(2.62)

TFPf(t−1) × Stormsafterft -1.82

(24.6)

Exporterft 0.94∗∗∗

(0.096)

Stormsft × Exporterft 2.61
(2.58)

Exporterft × Comp. adv.it -0.0094
(0.029)

Exporterft × Comp. adv.it × Stormsft -2.68
(2.33)

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

MRPKf(t−1) No No No No No No Yes

Night-lights growthd(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Comp. adv.it No No No No No Yes No

# of establishmentsft, Firm-type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Postal code FE Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Industry FE, Year FE No No No No No Yes No

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

District FE, Postal code trends No No No No Yes No No

Observations 17952 17952 11207 17952 17952 17641 17946

Note: Standard errors are three-way clustered at the firm, district-year and industry-year levels. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
The firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the set of industries in which firm f operates, p denotes a postal code and d
a district. The dependent variable is the log of firms’ industry sales. The set of industry FE corresponds to the ISIC 4-digits
classification. In columns (6) and (7) the number of observations differ from that of column (1) because of singleton observations.
Each specification excludes always-multi-ISIC firms.
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Table 8: Placebo

Share with statistical
significance at:

Salesfit (logs) 1% 5% 10%

(1) (2) (3)

TFPf(t−1) 1 1 1

Stormsft 0.027 0.096 0.154

Comp. adv.it × Stormsft 0.021 0.081 0.143

TFPf(t−1) × Stormsft 0.047 0.117 0.181

Night-lights growthd(t−1) Yes Yes Yes

# of establishmentsft Yes Yes Yes

Firm-type FE Yes Yes Yes

Postal code FE Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes

Note: Results show the share of statistically significant
results over 1000 randomizations, where the storm
measure is randomized over the entire sample. Sta-
tistical significance corresponds to three-way clustered
standard errors at the firm, district-year and industry-
year levels. The firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d)
where J is the set of industries in which firm f op-
erates, p denotes a postal code and d a district. The
dependent variable is the log of firm sales in indus-
try i at time t. The set of industry FE corresponds
to the ISIC 4-digits classification. Each specification
excludes always-multi-ISIC firms.
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Table 9: Entry of industry lines

One estab. One estab. One estab.

Entry of industry lineft All I II All I II All I II

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Stormsft 0.15∗ 0.25 -0.18 0.23 0.53 -0.26 0.29 0.63 -0.21
(0.089) (0.16) (0.13) (0.21) (0.61) (0.25) (0.19) (0.45) (0.17)

Comp. adv.it × Stormsft -0.053 -0.078 0.0070 -0.053 -0.076 0.0083
(0.068) (0.11) (0.029) (0.069) (0.11) (0.030)

TFPf(t−1) × Stormsft -0.19 -0.52 0.10 -0.19 -0.54 0.039
(0.28) (0.81) (0.20) (0.30) (0.76) (0.21)

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Comp. adv.it Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Night-lights growthd(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Postal code FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 15760 6499 2501 15760 6499 2501 15760 6499 2501

Note: Standard errors are three-way clustered at the firm, district-year and industry-year levels in columns (1)-(3)
and (7)-(9), and two-way clustered at the firm and district-year level in columns (4)-(6). *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *
p<0.1. The firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the set of industries in which firm f operates, p denotes a
postal code and d a district. The dependent variable takes the value of 1 if, conditional on producing at all in the
previous year, a firm adds an industry to its set of industries (and 0 if no industry is added). The set of industry
FE corresponds to the ISIC 4-digits classification. The industry FE is associated with the industry in which the
firm’s sales are the largest. Each specification focuses on multi-ISIC firms. The term “All” indicate all firms except
always-multi-ISIC firms are included in the sample. The terms “One estab. I” and “One estab. II” indicate that firms
with more than one establishment (according to definition I or II, presented in Appendix A.4) and always-multi-ISIC
firms are excluded from the sample.
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Table 10: Exit of industry lines

One estab. One estab. One estab.

Exit of industry lineft All I II All I II All I II

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Stormsft 0.49∗ 0.78∗ -0.45 -0.059 -0.064 1.13 0.069 0.16 0.97
(0.25) (0.42) (0.51) (0.52) (0.96) (1.20) (0.52) (0.92) (1.34)

Comp. adv.it × Stormsft -0.10∗∗ -0.12∗ 0.17 -0.10∗∗ -0.12 0.10
(0.048) (0.069) (0.16) (0.050) (0.074) (0.15)

TFPf(t−1) × Stormsft 0.59 0.89 -2.04 0.56 0.81 -1.93
(0.55) (1.19) (1.79) (0.46) (1.19) (1.85)

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Comp. adv.it Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Night-lights growthd(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Postal code FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 12258 4962 1955 12258 4962 1955 12258 4962 1955

Note: Standard errors are three-way clustered at the firm, district-year and industry-year levels in columns (1)-(3)
and (7)-(9), and two-way clustered at the firm and district-year level in columns (4)-(6). *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1. The firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the set of industries in which firm f operates, p denotes
a postal code and d a district. The dependent variable takes the value of 1 if, from one year to the next, a firm
stops the production of an industry line (and 0 if the firm keeps producing in that specific industry), conditional
on remaining active. The set of industry FE corresponds to the ISIC 4-digits classification. The industry FE is
associated with the industry in which the firm’s sales are the largest. Each specification focuses on multi-ISIC
firms. The term “All” indicate all firms except always-multi-ISIC firms are included in the sample. The terms “One
estab. I” and “One estab. II” indicate that firms with more than one establishment (according to definition I or II,
presented in Appendix A.4) and always-multi-ISIC firms are excluded from the sample.
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Table 11: Shifts in the industry mix of firms

One estab.

Industrial mixft All I II

(1) (2) (3)

Stormsft 0.18 1.85∗∗ 2.54∗∗∗

(0.56) (0.81) (0.88)

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes

Night-lights growthd(t−1) Yes Yes Yes

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes

2-digits industry trends Yes Yes Yes

Observations 12109 5047 2043

Note: Standard errors are two-way clustered at the
firm and district-year level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1. The firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where
J is the set of industries in which firm f operates,
p denotes a postal code and d a district. The set of
industry trends corresponds to the ISIC 2-digits clas-
sification. The industry we use for the trend is associ-
ated with the industry in which the firm’s sales are the
largest. Each specification focuses on multi-ISIC firms.
The term “All” indicate all firms except always-multi-
ISIC firms are included in the sample. The terms“One
estab. I” and “One estab. II” indicate that firms with
more than one establishment (according to definition
I or II, presented in Appendix A.4) and always-multi-
ISIC firms are excluded from the sample.
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Table 12: Capital Channel

Excl. always-multi-ISIC firms All firms MRPKf(t−1)

Fixed assetsft (logs) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Stormsft -2.63∗∗∗ -0.21 -1.48 -1.60 -2.10 -0.20 -2.27∗∗

(0.95) (1.32) (1.47) (1.49) (1.83) (1.67) (0.97)

Comp. adv.it × Stormsft 0.85∗∗∗ 0.84∗∗∗ 0.87∗∗∗ 0.67 -0.17 0.68∗

(0.32) (0.31) (0.32) (0.43) (0.30) (0.40)

TFPf(t−1) × Stormsft -1.74 -1.64 -1.55 -0.34 -0.79
(1.69) (1.73) (1.75) (2.25) (2.13)

MRPKf(t−1) × Stormsft -0.012
(0.023)

Stormsf(t−1) -1.44∗ -1.34 -0.97 -1.22
(0.79) (1.03) (1.15) (1.00)

Comp. adv.i(t−1) × Stormsf(t−1) 0.33∗ 0.74∗∗ 0.39 0.66∗∗

(0.18) (0.30) (0.30) (0.30)

Stormsf(t−2) 0.098 0.065 0.18
(0.44) (0.48) (0.48)

Comp. adv.i(t−2) × Stormsf(t−2) -0.016 0.0081 -0.027
(0.15) (0.20) (0.13)

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

MRPKf(t−1) No No No No No No Yes

Night-lights growthdt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

# of establishments Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm-type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 14936 14936 14936 14936 12040 18449 12017

Note: Standard errors are two-way clustered at the firm and district-year level in column 2 and three-way clustered
at the firm, district-year and industry-year level in the remaining columns. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. The
firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the set of industries in which firm f operates, p denotes a postal code and
d a district. The set of industry FE corresponds to the ISIC 4-digits classification. “Excl. always-multi-ISIC firms”
means that always-multi-ISIC firms are excluded from the sample and “All firms” indicates that the specification
includes all firms.
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Table 13: Long-term effect

Excl. always-multi-ISIC firms All firms MRPKf(t−1)

Salesfit (logs) Baseline Long term Baseline Long term Baseline Long term
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Stormsft -5.91∗∗∗ -6.13∗∗∗ -5.91∗∗∗ -6.02∗∗∗ -3.37∗∗∗ -3.54∗∗∗

(1.33) (1.39) (1.41) (1.42) (0.86) (0.92)

Comp. adv.it × Stormsft 0.92∗∗ 1.07∗∗∗ 0.50∗∗ 0.51∗∗ 0.90∗∗ 1.05∗∗

(0.39) (0.41) (0.25) (0.25) (0.39) (0.42)

TFPf(t−1) × Stormsft 4.24∗∗∗ 4.30∗∗∗ 5.01∗∗∗ 5.09∗∗∗

(1.34) (1.36) (1.87) (1.86)

MRPKf(t−1) × Stormsft 0.13∗∗∗ 0.13∗∗∗

(0.036) (0.036)

Stormsf(t−1) -1.02 -0.93 -1.08
(0.75) (0.85) (0.74)

Comp. adv.i(t−1) × Stormsf(t−1) 0.57∗∗ 0.43∗ 0.57∗∗

(0.24) (0.24) (0.23)

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

MRPKf(t−1) No No No No Yes Yes

Night-lights growthdt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

# of establishments Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm-type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Postal code FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 17952 17952 34886 34886 17946 17946

Note: Standard errors are three-way clustered at the firm, district-year and industry-year levels. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1. The firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the set of industries in which firm f operates, p denotes a
postal code and d a district. The dependent variable is the log of firm sales in industry i at time t. The set of industry
FE corresponds to the ISIC 4-digits classification. “Excl. always-multi-ISIC firms” means that always-multi-ISIC firms are
excluded from the sample and “All firms” indicates that the specification includes all firms.
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Figures

Figure 1: Best tracks, 1970-2005

Source: National Hurricane Center (NOAA).

Note: Each line corresponds to a cyclone, and each dot on a line to a best track, i.e. the
points for which NOAA provides information. Some of the points are closer to one another
while some are more distant. This is the case since the information is collected at 6 hours
intervals and, therefore, the speed at which the cyclone is moving determines the distance
between the points.
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Figure 2: Winds (wph, left panel) and Index of firms’ exposure to storms (Hft, right panel),
1995-2006
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Note: The left (right) boxplot describes wph (Hft) by state for the period 1995-2006. States with wph > 0 and Hft > 0 between
1995 and 2006 are listed in the ascending alphabetical order. The white line is the median. The bottom of the box is the first
quartile (Q1 or 25th percentile) and the top the third quartile (Q3 or 75th percentile). The end of the left (right) whisker is the 1st
percentile (99th percentile). Circles without box mean that all observations are clustered around the median. The circles outside
of the box capture outliers.
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Figure 3: Winds and firms, 1998

Note: The left panel shows the establishments’ location of the company “Steel Authority of India” . The yellow dot denotes the
headquarters and the red dots are the establishments. The green areas represent postal codes affected by windspeed (wph) of
various intensities in 1998. The right panel shows the location of each of the firms included in Prowess in 1998 and highlights the
areas and firms affected by storms. The green areas represent postal codes affected by windspeed of various intensities. The circles
represent clusters of headquarters. The diameter of the circles is proportional to the number of headquarters in a postal code. A
red (blue) circle indicates that the measure of firms’ exposure to storms, Hft, is positive (zero), which occurs if at least one (none)
of the establishments of the firm is affected by windspeeds above 33 knots. Prowess contains 677 active firms in 1998. The set
of postal codes in which these firms are located contains 436 distinct postal codes. 315 firms (205 postal codes) were affected by
storms (i.e. Hft > 0).
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Figure 4: Event study
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Notes: The figure shows the event study graph for the average effects of storms on firms’ log fixed assets (left panel) and sales
(right panel). The normalization takes place at t = −1, the year before the event. The pre-trends p-value is for the null
hypothesis of no pre-trends, and the leveling-off p-value is for the null hypothesis that the dynamics has leveled off by the end
of the window period. The confidence interval is at the 95% level.

Figure 5: Average TFP by firm type
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Notes: The term “single-ISIC” denotes firms which produce in a single
4-digit ISIC industry over the period 1995-2006. “Always-multi-ISIC
firms” refers to firms which produce in more than a single 4-digit ISIC
industry every year from 1995 until 2006. Finally, “multi-ISIC” refers
to firms that switch from being single-ISIC to multi-ISIC firms (and
vice versa) over time. The figure shows 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 6: Marginal response of sales to a storm
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Notes: The specification used to produce the marginal response includes a polynomial
of order 3 in the storm index. The black line shows the response for the median firm
(median TFP and median comparative advantage) and the dashed lines are the 95%
confidence intervals. The scale on the x-axis corresponds to values of the storm index
between the 1st and 99th percentiles of the distribution.
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Figure 7: Capital intensity - TFP at the 25th percentile
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Notes: This graph reports the marginal effect of a storm on sales at
the firm-industry level. The marron line reports the marginal effect
for a firm in a high capital intensity industry (at the 75th percentile
of the capital intensity distribution), while the blue line reports the
marginal effect for a firm in a low capital intensity industry (at the
25th percentile of the capital intensity distribution). The shaded areas
correspond to areas where the marginal effect is statistically significant
at the 95% level, the maroon (blue) area correspond to the high (low)
capital intensity industry.
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Figure 8: Capital intensity - TFP at the median
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Notes: This graph reports the marginal effect of a storm on sales at
the firm-industry level. The marron line reports the marginal effect
for a firm in a high capital intensity industry (at the 75th percentile
of the capital intensity distribution), while the blue line reports the
marginal effect for a firm in a low capital intensity industry (at the
25th percentile of the capital intensity distribution). The shaded areas
correspond to areas where the marginal effect is statistically significant
at the 95% level, the maroon (blue) area correspond to the high (low)
capital intensity industry.
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Figure 9: Capital intensity - TFP at the 75th percentile
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Notes: This graph reports the marginal effect of a storm on sales at
the firm-industry level. The marron line reports the marginal effect
for a firm in a high capital intensity industry (at the 75th percentile
of the capital intensity distribution), while the blue line reports the
marginal effect for a firm in a low capital intensity industry (at the
25th percentile of the capital intensity distribution). The shaded areas
correspond to areas where the marginal effect is statistically significant
at the 95% level, the maroon (blue) area correspond to the high (low)
capital intensity industry.
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A Appendix. Data

A.1 Product classification

Prowess reports sales at both the product and firm level. Sales at the product level are

reported using the CMIE own product codes. In addition, the database reports the National

Industrial Classification 2008 (NIC) product codes for the last main product (largest sales in

value) reported by the firm. NIC codes coincide with the International Standard Industrial

Classification (ISIC) Rev. 4 up to the 4-digit level.48 In order to assign NIC codes to the

rest of the products produced, we use the crosswalk between the CMIE product code of the

main product last reported and the NIC industry code provided by CMIE. This approach

allows us to match about 50% (2091 codes out of 4037) of the CMIE product codes to NIC

industry codes. We then assign the remainder of the product codes by hand (1946 out of

4037 product codes).49 Table C.6 provides an illustration of how we assign CMIE products

to NIC codes for division 13 Manufacture of textiles. The first and second columns give

NIC industry and CMIE product codes, respectively. The last column provides a description

of the product identified by each of the codes. The superscript p denotes product codes

that were assigned by the CMIE crosswalk and a denotes codes that were assigned by hand.

Consider for instance the bottom panel of the table. Product code 603070615000 Sarees

was assigned by the CMIE crosswalk as corresponding to NIC 13919 Manufacture of other

knitted and crocheted fabrics. However, the CMIE crosswalk did not assign any NIC to

product 603070605000 Dhoties. Since Dhoties are male versions of Sarees, we choose to

assign code 603070605000 to NIC 13919 as well.

[Table C.6 here]

A.2 Balassa computation

We follow Pelli & Tschopp (2017), and are agnostic about the source of comparative advan-

tage. Accordingly, we use the traditional Balassa index of revealed comparative advantage.

The index is computed as the share of an industry in India’s total exports, relative to the

share of that industry in the world’s aggregate exports. Since we focus on a single country,

our measure of comparative advantage is industry-time-specific. Moreover, since our anal-

ysis uses within country (across firms, postal codes, industry and time) data variation, the

48NIC has 21 sections, 88 divisions (2-digit numeric code), 238 groups (3-digit numeric code), 403 classes
(4-digit numeric code), and 1304 sub-classes (5-digit numeric code).

49This practice is not new, also Goldberg et al. (2010), which uses a slightly different version of Prowess,
assigned product codes manually.
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Balassa index is less prone to the usual criticism, according to which the index may reflect

country-specific confounding factors distorting trade rather than an underlying comparative

advantage.

We construct the Balassa index of revealed comparative advantage using Indian exports

taken from the BACI International Trade Database. BACI provides bilateral trade flows

disaggregated at the HS 6-digit level since 1995. First, we aggregate Indian bilateral exports

at the 4-digits ISIC Rev. 4 level.50 We then create the Balassa index and retain measures of

comparative advantage for the manufacturing sector. Note that a multi-ISIC firm will have

a Balassa index for each industry in which it operates within a given year, while single-ISIC

firms will only have one measure of comparative advantage.

The index is constructed as follows:

CAit =

(
XIndia
it∑

iX
India
it

/ Xit∑
iXit

)
,

where XIndia
it denotes industry i’s Indian exports towards the world at time t and Xit is

aggregate exports of industry i at time t. CAit > 1 suggests that India has a comparative

advantage in industry i, while values between 0 and 1 indicate a comparative disadvantage.

A.3 TFP computation

TFP estimates are typically obtained from the estimation of production functions; more

specifically they are given by the residuals of a regression of firm-level output on inputs,

e.g. labor, capital and materials. A major issue of this type of estimations is that firm-level

productivity is unobserved and correlated with firm input choices, leading to biased estimates

and, consequently, biased residuals when estimated with ordinary least squares. To deal with

this issue, the literature has turned to a semi-parametric control function approach which

essentially consists in using input demand functions to proxy for unobserved TFP (see for

instance Olley & Pakes, 1996; Levinsohn & Petrin, 2003; Ackerberg et al., 2015). We follow

Goldberg et al. (2010) and Topalova & Khandelwal (2011) and estimate TFP using the

methodology developed in Levinsohn & Petrin (2003).51

TFP is estimated from the following equation:

VAft = α0 + α1Lft + α2Sft + INα+ ωft + εft, (10)

50 We first merge HS92 to ISIC Rev. 3 4-digits using a crosswalk provided by the World Integrated Trade
Solution. We then merged ISIC Rev. 3 4-digits to ISIC Rev. 4 4-digits using a correspondance from the
United Nations Statistics Division.

51We achieve this using the stata routine developed in Rovigatti & Mollisi (2016), which implements the
estimation algorithm described in Levinsohn & Petrin (2003).
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where VA is the log of real value added of firm f at time t. L denotes the log of labor cost

and S is the log of the real capital stock. Hicks-neutral TFP estimates are obtained from

equation (10) by subtracting firm f predicted output from its actual output at time t.

Value added is measured as the sum of the firm labor cost and its profit before interest,

tax and depreciation, and deflated using the ASIA KLEMS 2-digit industry level (ISIC Rev.

4 2-digits level) series of value added prices, using 2005 as a base year. Firm labor cost

and profits are both taken from the Prowess database. The stock of capital is proxied by a

firm’s gross fixed assets. The vector of intermediary inputs IN includes firm-specific real

power and fuel expenditures as well as real raw material expenses. Each of these inputs is

taken from the Prowess database, expressed in natural logarithms and deflated using the

ASIA KLEMS 2-digit industry level (ISIC Rev. 4 2-digits level) series of intermediary input

price index. ω is the firm-specific time-varying unobserved productivity term (TFP) which

we seek to estimate and which potentially correlates with the firm’s input choices. εft is the

error term. As is standard in the literature on the estimation of TFP, we use the elements

of the vector IN as proxies for ω. In the estimation procedure, we exclude industries with

less than 30 firms.

A.4 Identifying establishments

Prowess provides the name of the firm and the exact location of its headquarters. To obtain

the coordinates of each of the establishments of a firm, we turn to Google Places. Plug-

ging company names in the googleplace algorithm returns a maximum of 20 Google Maps

results.52 The results are establishments with names and corresponding coordinates. Our

sample focuses only on manufacturing firms (and not retailers or services, such as banks,

which are likely have far more than 20 establishments), for this reason we argue that this

limit is reasonable and does not put too much of a constraint on the establishments’ search.

Nevertheless, for each company name we run the algorithm in three different locations and

combine the results in one single database. The majority of the results obtained in the three

separate runs are exactly the same, but some differ. Eventually, only 1% of the firms in our

final sample has more than 17 establishments, and only 1 firm has the maximum number of

establishments observed, 32.

In the analysis we distinguish between single- and multi-establishment firms. We pro-

52Given that we do not have access to Google Places’ archives, the algorithm we run uses Google Places in
2018. For this reason, the number of establishments we report corresponds to the number of establishments
of a firm in 2018. Importantly, we do not drop firms which are not found in Google Places in 2018. These
firms are still included in the analysis; yet, for each year between 1995-2006, the storm index only captures
windspeeds at each firm’s headquarters. This means that if a firm is wiped out by a storm in, say, 2000 (and
hence not observed in Google Places in 2018) it will still be included in the analysis for the period 1995-2000.
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pose two definitions for single-establishment firms. In the first one, a firm owns a single

establishment if the firm appears in the Prowess database but not in Google Places (prob-

ably because the firm merged or went bankrupt between 2013 and 2018) or if it appears in

Google Places as a single-establishment firm. In the second definition, we drop firms that

do not appear in Google Places and define as a single-establishment firm, a firm which has

a unique establishment in Google Places. Hence, under the second definition, our sample of

single-establishment firms is smaller. The first definition is our benchmark.

A caveat of a Google search is that it usually reports a few results that are unrelated to

the original query. In our case, we also observe a tendency to over-report establishments.

We deal with this issue – eliminating irrelevant results – in the following way. First, for each

establishment reported by Google Places, we create the Levenshtein distance between the

reported name and the corresponding Prowess company name.53 The Levenshtein distance

yields the number of character changes that are required to switch from one series of charac-

ters to another. 38% of the establishments reported by Google Places had a distance of zero.

We checked the remaining 62% of establishments by hand. While 66% of the query results

were correctly reported, we identified and dropped all the irrelevant results, 34% of the total.

The median firm is composed by 1 establishment, while the average firm is composed by 2.3

establishments. Figure D.5 presents the distribution of firms by number of establishments.

About 58% of firms have one establishment, 19% have two and 23% have between 3 and 32

establishments. Finally, the postal codes corresponding to each establishment are retrieved

using the coordinates returned by Google Places.

[Figure D.5 here]

Figure D.6 provides an example of the establishments’ location of the company “Steel

Authority of India”. The left panel is a screenshot of the results from one Google Maps

search. While the right panel shows the establishments’ location returned after executing

three Google Maps searches in three different locations and cleaning the results as described

above. The yellow dot pinpoints the location of the headquarters and the red dots the

location of each of the establishments. This figure shows the importance of locating a firm’s

establishments in order to be able to measure correctly the capital destruction inflicted by

storms.

[Figure D.6 here]

53Before calculating the Levenshtein distance, we perform a series of text manipulations in order to ensure
comparability between the company names from Prowess and those found by Google. For instance we change
all the mentions of Company to Co, or all the mentions of Incorporated to Inc.
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A.5 Storms

In what follows we describe how we construct an index of firm exposure to storms which

captures the force exerted by winds on structures.

Index of firm exposure to storms To capture the destructive potential of tropical

storms on a firm’s capital we construct an index that accounts for the strength of winds to

which each of the establishments of a firm is exposed within a year. This index is given by:

Hft =
∑
p∈F

∑
h∈T

xph, (11)

where f , p, h and t are firm, postal code, storm and year subscripts, respectively. F denotes

the set of postal codes corresponding to the establishments of firm f , and T is the set of

storms within year t.54

The variable xph captures postal code p exposure to storm h and is computed as follows:

xph =
(wph − 33)2

(wmax − 33)2 if wph > 33, (12)

where wph is the maximum wind speed associated with storm h and to which postal code

p was exposed. The construction of wph is described below. The term wmax denotes the

maximum wind speed observed over the entire sample. The number 33 is the threshold

(in knots) above which, according to the Saffir-Simpson scale, a storm is classified as a

tropical storm, the weakest form taken by a cyclone. Taking the square of wind speeds

above 33 knots allows us to obtain a measure that reflects the force exerted by the wind

on physical structures. Our rationale for a threshold of 33 knots is twofold. First, India is

subject to a large number of storms with wind speeds between 33 and 64 knots. Tropical

cyclones – tropical storms with wind speeds above 64 knots – are more rare. Second, relative

to high-income countries, construction materials are of poorer and sub-standard quality,

making buildings and infrastructures in India vulnerable at much lower wind intensities.55

By definition, xph ∈ (0, 1). A value of 0 indicates that either an area was not affected at all

by storm h or that the wind speed in that area was too low to even reach the tropical storm

54The maximum of storms by postal code-year is two. Only 1% of our sample is hit by two hurricanes
within the same year.

55Although a threshold of 33 knots seems reasonable in a developing country, we propose alternative
definitions of the storm index in Appendix B: on the one hand we increase the threshold to 50 and 64 knots
to account for the possibility that 33 knots may be too low for winds to affect installations, and, on the other
hand, we allow for the energy released by a storm and the force on physical structures to be related in a
cubic manner. Our baseline uses the quadratic function of damages to be directly comparable with Pelli &
Tschopp (2017)
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threshold. A value of 1 would be obtained in postal codes experiencing the strongest winds.

Measuring wind speed at the establishment level In what follows we describe the

construction of wph, i.e. the maximum wind speed associated with storm h at postal code

p. We construct the variable wph using storms’ best tracks in the North Indian and South

Indian basins over the period 1995-2006.56 Best tracks provide information on the history of

a storm, including the latitude, longitude, date and wind speed at the eye of a storm at six

hours intervals.

We start by linearly interpolating storms’ best tracks, obtaining a waypoint k for the eye

of the storm at every kilometre.57 Each waypoint is associated to a set of coordinates and

the windspeed at the eye, ek. For each waypoint along the storm path, we use the so-called

Rankine-combined formula for vortices (Deppermann, 1947), which allows us to compute the

wind speed at any point within the vortex created around the eye of a storm.58 Using this

formula we compute the wind speed hitting each postal code containing an establishment or

the headquarters of a firm within the storm maximum radius. This formula describes wind

fields by considering that first, winds increase exponentially up to a maximum and then,

decrease rapidly:

wpk = ek ·
(

Dpk

26.9978

)
if Dpk ≤ 26.9978

wpk = ek ·
(

26.9978

Dpk

)0.5

if Dpk > 26.9978, (13)

where Dpk is the distance between the centroid of postal code p and waypoint k. The number

26.9978 corresponds to Simpson and Riehl radius of maximum wind speed, i.e. the distance

between the eye and the point where wind reaches its maximum speed.59 Finally, for each

56Raw data are taken from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Tropical
Prediction Center.

57A waypoint is defined as an intermediate reference point in physical space on a line of travel (e.g.
navigation) and is most often associated with longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates. A waypoint is also
referred to as a landmark if it corresponds to an element of physical geography.

58In Appendix B, we also compute windspeed using both the Holland (Holland, 1980) and HURRECON
(Boose et al., 2004) meteorological models. We show that our main results remain similar if we construct
the exposure index using these alternative models.

59In reality, each cyclone has a different radius of maximum windspeed, which is calculated using the
difference in barometric pressure between the center and the outskirts of the storm. Unfortunately, cyclone
data are characterized by a high number of missing data when it comes to barometric pressure. For this
reason we decided to follow Simpson & Riehl (1981) and Hsu & Zhongde (1998) and apply the average radius
of maximum windspeed, 50 km, to all the cyclones considered in this paper.
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storm, we retain the maximum windspeed to which a postal code was exposed:

wph = max
k∈H
{wpk},

and, therefore, obtain a measure of wind speed for each affected postal code and storm.

A.6 Night-lights data

As discussed in Henderson et al. (2012), the growth of night-light intensity is a good proxy

for economic growth. Night-light output data come from the India Light Project and cover

twenty years (1993 to 2013) and 600 000 villages. Each pixel is assigned a value between 0

and 63, where 0 indicates no light output and 63 is the highest level of light output. The

pixel values are then aggregated at the district level. Figure D.7 shows boxplot summary

statistics of the mean yearly night-lights growth rate at the state level for the period 1995-

2006 (left panel) and yearly growth rate of night lights by district, averaged over the same

period (right panel).

[Figure D.7 here]

The database used is the result of a joint effort between the University of Michigan

and the World Bank. The original data were generated by the Defence and Meteorological

Satellite Program (DMSP) which took pictures of the Earth every night for twenty years. The

night-lights output measures are derived from the raster image for each date for the pixels

that correspond to each village’s geographical coordinates (latitude and longitudes). These

data are processed following the recommendation of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) and over 4 billion data points are used in the aggregation process.

Details and access to the data can be found at http://api.nightlights.io.

B Appendix. Alternative Definitions of Storms

This section explores the sensitivity of our main results to other specifications of the storm

index as well as alternative meteorological models to compute windspeed.

Alternative specifications of the storm index Our storm measure focuses on tropical

storms and tropical cyclones (i.e. any storm with wind speed over 33 knots) and uses

a quadratic damage function. In the United States, a threshold of 33 knots tends to be

too low for winds to impair materials and structures (for instance Emanuel, 2011 uses a
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threshold of 50 knots). In addition, storm models in the US suggest that the energy released

by a storm and the force on physical structures may be related in a cubic manner (see the

technical HAZUS manual of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) of the

US Department of Homeland Security and Emanuel, 2005). While this is the case for high-

income countries, sub-standard quality of construction materials in India makes buildings

and infrastructures vulnerable already at much lower wind intensities. For this reason, while

we present results based on alternative specifications of firm exposure to storms in Table

C.7, the main analysis sticks to our baseline storm index.

[Table C.7 here]

Columns (3) and (4) of Table C.7 follow Emanuel (2011) with a threshold of 50 knots, and

the last two columns are based on a threshold of 64 knots to incorporate tropical cyclones

only. For each threshold, we also propose to compute the storm measure using a cubic damage

function (columns 2, 4 and 6). In column (7) we replace the storm index by windspeed and

evaluate the extent to which a linear damage function allows to capture the effect of storms

on capital and production. Column (1) shows results based on our main storm measure.

Starting with Panel I, we find that the estimated destruction of buildings, land and electricity

is statistically significant across alternative specifications of the storm index and larger when

using a cubic function. However, when looking at fixed assets, the effect of storms becomes

imprecisely estimated as we reach a threshold of 50 along with a cubic damage function.

This result may be due to the fact that most of India’s storms have windspeed intensities

below 64 so that as the threshold increases, the share of observations with a positive storm

index diminishes drastically, to 3% with a threshold of 50 and to 1% with a threshold of 64.

For this reason, while a small number of violent storms might be sufficient to detect an effect

on individual measures of firms’ physical capital (such as buildings, land and electricity),

it might not be enough to obtain a precise estimate on a variable like fixed assets which

aggregates several types of physical capital. Most importantly, our findings suggest that,

overall, likely due to the widespread poor infrastructures quality in India, even relatively low

windspeed intensities can have considerable detrimental effects on capital. Hence, our main

measure of firm exposure to storms appears appropriate in the case of India.

Panel II focuses on firm industrial sales. All of our estimates of interest have the expected

sign but standard errors increase as we move across specifications. The coefficients on the

storm index and the interaction between the storm index and TFP remain statistically

significant, at least at the 10% level, throughout. For the estimates on the other interaction

term, statistical significance is lost when moving to specifications for which only 3% or 1% of

the observations have positive measures of storms. Our interpretation is that while there are
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enough observations with positive storms and while there is enough variation across firms

within industry, the samples in columns (3)-(6) lack variation across industries. Finally, the

linear damage function also leads to the conclusion that storms have a negative impact on

capital and sales, although the effect on one of the interaction terms is imprecisely estimated.

Alternative meteorological models to compute windspeed As discussed above, we

follow the standard practice of parametrically modeling storms as translating ranking vortices

and use the original Depperman formula (Deppermann, 1947) in our baseline specifications.

As an alternative we calculate windspeed using the more recent Holland meteorological

model. We also use the HURRECON model which accounts for the cover type (land or

water) and the forward velocity of the hurricane (see Holland, 1980; Boose et al., 2004, for

details on each of the windspeed formula).

Similar to Table C.7, for each specification of the storm exposure index, Tables C.8 and

C.9 show results based on the Holland and HURRECON models, respectively. Results are

similar to the baseline estimates.

[Tables C.8 and C.9 here]
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C Appendix. Tables

Table C.1: Descriptive facts - all firms

Buildings Land Electricity Fixed assets Salaries

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Stormsft -1.19∗∗ -0.76∗ -2.99∗∗∗ -1.09∗∗ -0.26
(0.49) (0.44) (0.86) (0.50) (0.22)

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Night-lights growthdt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

# of establishments Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm-type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 22047 21183 10052 22781 22166

Note: Standard errors are two-way clustered at the firm and district-year level. *** p<0.01, **
p<0.05, * p<0.1. The firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the set of industries in which
firm f operates, p denotes a postal code and d a district. In column (1), the dependent variable
is the log of firm net buildings. In column (2), “land” refers to the log of firm net land. The term
“electricity” in column (3) refers to the log of firm net electrical installations and fittings. In columns
(4), the term “fixed assets” refers to the log of firm net fixed assets. In the last column, the term
“real salaries” refers to the log of firm real salaries. The set of industry FE corresponds to the ISIC
4-digits classification. All the specifications include all firms.
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Table C.2: Descriptive facts – long-term, all firms

Buildings Land

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Stormsft -1.19∗∗ -1.20∗∗ -1.32∗∗∗ -1.80∗∗∗ -0.76∗ -0.77∗ -1.03∗ -1.61∗∗

(0.49) (0.49) (0.44) (0.42) (0.44) (0.45) (0.55) (0.65)

Stormsf(t−1) -0.46 0.14 0.11 -0.14 0.077 -0.11
(0.51) (0.65) (0.59) (0.50) (0.63) (0.77)

Stormsf(t−2) 0.11 0.15 -0.010 -0.31
(0.18) (0.25) (0.25) (0.34)

Stormsf(t−3) -0.17 -0.28
(0.24) (0.24)

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Night-lights growthdt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

# of establishments Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 22047 22047 17942 15100 21183 21183 17288 14576

Dependent variable Electricityft (logs) Fixed assetsft (logs)

(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)

Stormsft -2.99∗∗∗ -3.02∗∗∗ -1.43 -1.63 -1.09∗∗ -1.12∗∗ -1.02∗∗ -1.52∗∗∗

(0.86) (0.87) (1.07) (1.13) (0.50) (0.50) (0.45) (0.54)

Stormsf(t−1) -0.34 -2.47∗∗ -1.37 -0.73 -0.43 -0.46
(0.83) (1.18) (1.58) (0.70) (0.90) (0.84)

Stormsf(t−2) -0.29∗ -0.51 0.075 0.16
(0.16) (0.34) (0.27) (0.32)

Stormsf(t−3) -0.044 -0.14
(0.37) (0.25)

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Night-lights growthdt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

# of establishments Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm-type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 10052 10052 7982 6591 22781 22781 18449 15459

Note: Standard errors are two-way clustered at the firm and district-year level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *
p<0.1. The firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the set of industries in which firm f operates, p
denotes a postal code and d a district. In columns (1)-(4), the dependent variable is the log of firm net
buildings. In column (5)-(8), “land” refers to the log of firm net land. The term “electricity” in column
(9)-(12) refers to the log of firm net electrical installations and fittings. In column (13)-(16), the term “fixed
assets” refers to the log of firm net fixed assets. The set of industry FE corresponds to the ISIC 4-digits
classification. All the specifications include all firms.
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Table C.3: Alternative ways of clustering the standard errors

District District-year
Sales fit (logs) Baseline District and industry and industry-year

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Stormsft -5.92∗∗∗ -5.92∗∗∗ -5.92∗∗∗ -5.92∗∗∗

(1.33) (1.50) (1.71) (1.34)

Comp. adv.it × Stormsft 0.92∗∗ 0.92∗∗∗ 0.92∗∗ 0.92∗∗

(0.39) (0.29) (0.39) (0.41)

TFPf(t−1) × Stormsft 4.24∗∗∗ 4.24∗∗∗ 4.24∗∗∗ 4.24∗∗∗

(1.34) (1.55) (1.53) (1.31)

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes

Night-lights growthd(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes

# of establishmentsft Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm-type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Postal code FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 17952 17952 17952 17952

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. The firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where
J is the set of industries in which firm f operates, p denotes a postal code and d a
district. The dependent variable is the log of firms’ industry sales. Column (1) corre-
sponds to the baseline specification where standard errors are three-way clustered at
the firm, district-yearand industry-year levels. The other columns show results based
on alternative ways of clustering standard errors; one-way clustered at the district
level (column 2), two-way clustered at the district and industry levels (column 3) and
two-way clustered at the district-year and industry-year levels (column 4). The set of
industry FE corresponds to the ISIC 4-digits classification. In panel I, the industry
FE is associated with the industry in which the firm’s sales are the largest. Each
specification excludes always-multi-ISIC firms.
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Table C.4: Wind speeds at the postal code level, by month, 1995-2006

I. Number of postal codes hit each month
(wind > 33 knots)

Freq. Percent Cum

(1) (2) (3)

Month:
April 2 0.04 0.04
May 1,980 35.93 35.97
June 904 16.41 52.38
October 1,454 26.39 78.77
November 958 17.39 96.15
December 212 3.85 100.00

II. Winds

Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. N

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Time period:
January-June 51.563 17.552 33.009 102.772 2886
July-December 47.879 16.799 33.005 139.99 2624

Note: The table shows winds only for postal codes for which firm-level data
is available. Wind speeds are expressed in knots.

Table C.5: Placebo test, alternative randomization

Share with statistical significance at:

Firm Industry District Year

Salesfit (logs) 1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10%

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

TFPf(t−1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Stormsft 0.015 0.058 0.114 0.024 0.082 0.149 0.015 0.073 0.127 0.069 0.172 0.258

Comp. adv.it × Stormsft 0.007 0.033 0.071 0.025 0.085 0.149 0.015 0.059 0.106 0.044 0.115 0.177

TFPf(t−1) × Stormsft 0.017 0.063 0.12 0.042 0.093 0.159 0.021 0.076 0.142 0.115 0.257 0.385

Night-lights growthd(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

# of establishmentsft Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm-type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Postal code FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: Results show the share of statistically significant results over 1000 randomizations. In columns (1)-(4), the storm measure is
randomized within firms, 4-digit ISIC industries, districts and years, respectively. Statistical significance corresponds to three-way
clustered standard errors at the firm, district-year and industry-year levels. The firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the
set of industries in which firm f operates, p denotes a postal code and d a district. The dependent variable is the log of firm
sales in industry i at time t. The set of industry FE corresponds to the ISIC 4-digits classification. Each specification excludes
always-multi-ISIC firms.
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Table C.6: Example of CMIE product code assignment to NIC Division 13 “Manufacture of textiles”

NIC Code CMIE Product Code Description
1311 Preparation and spinning of textile fibres
13111 Preparation and spinning of cotton fiber including blended cotton

603030100000 Cotton yarnp

603030103000 Cotton yarn 24’s counta

13113 Preparation and spinning of wool, including other animal hair
602060000000 Woollen yarnp

602050000000 Angora wool/scoured wool/kashmira woola

1312 Weaving of textiles
13123 Weaving, manufacture of wool and wool mixture fabrics

602090100000 Woollen fabricsp

602090200000 Woollen worsted yarna

13129 Weaving of jute, mesta and other natural fibers including blended natural fibers

n.e.c.
604010000000 Jute goodsp

604010500000 Jute carpeta

1313 Finishing of textiles
13131 Finishing of cotton and blended cotton textiles

603080000000 Printed clothp

603070101030 Printed fabricsa

1391 Manufacture of knitted and crocheted fabrics
13919 Manufacture of other knitted and crocheted fabrics

603070615000 Sareesp

603070605000 Dhotiesa

Note: Devision 13 (NIC-2008) has a total of 8 4-digit classes and 50 5-digit product codes. Only a small subset of these products is presented
in the table. Source: Prowess database and authors’ matching of agency’s product codes to NIC-2008 5-digit product codes. p denotes the
product codes which are matched by the agency, and the product codes matched by the authors are identified with a.
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Table C.7: Alternative definitions of the storm index, Depperman

> 33 > 50 > 64
Baseline Cubic Quadratic Cubic Quadratic Cubic Winds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Panel I: Capitalft (logs)

Buildingsft:
Stormsft -1.54∗∗∗ -1.89∗∗∗ -1.60∗∗∗ -1.88∗∗∗ -1.63∗∗∗ -1.90∗∗∗ -0.0037∗∗∗

(0.48) (0.44) (0.45) (0.37) (0.42) (0.31) (0.0013)
Observations 14407 14407 14407 14407 14407 14407 14407

Landft:
Stormsft -1.55∗∗∗ -1.99∗∗∗ -1.74∗∗∗ -2.04∗∗∗ -1.87∗∗∗ -2.00∗∗∗ -0.0035∗∗∗

(0.45) (0.52) (0.48) (0.52) (0.48) (0.54) (0.0013)
Observations 13794 13794 13794 13794 13794 13794 13794

Electricityft

Stormsft -2.48∗∗∗ -4.27∗∗∗ -3.55∗∗∗ -5.29∗∗∗ -4.53∗∗∗ -5.44∗∗ -0.0035∗

(0.86) (1.27) (1.04) (1.80) (1.41) (2.43) (0.0019)
Observations 6862 6862 6862 6862 6862 6862 6862

Fixed assetsft:
Stormsft -1.42∗∗ -1.46∗ -1.37∗∗ -1.16 -1.11 -0.88 -0.0036∗∗∗

(0.57) (0.85) (0.69) (0.89) (0.79) (0.84) (0.0012)
Observations 14936 14936 14936 14936 14936 14936 14936

Panel II: Sales fit (logs)

Stormsft -5.92∗∗∗ -8.12∗∗∗ -6.81∗∗∗ -8.85∗∗ -7.60∗∗ -9.84∗ -0.0058∗∗

(1.33) (2.51) (2.13) (3.66) (3.09) (5.18) (0.0025)

Comp. adv.it × Stormsft 0.92∗∗ 1.63∗ 1.20 2.17 1.68 3.08 0.00015
(0.39) (0.94) (0.74) (1.74) (1.46) (2.50) (0.00062)

TFPf(t−1) × Stormsft 4.24∗∗∗ 5.76∗∗ 4.66∗∗ 7.02∗ 5.55∗ 9.49∗ 0.0062∗∗∗

(1.34) (2.38) (1.95) (3.75) (3.09) (5.48) (0.0021)
Observations 17952 17952 17952 17952 17952 17952 17952

Share of obs. with pos. storms 10% 10% 3% 3% 1% 1% 10%

Share of firms with pos. storms 28% 28% 8% 8% 4% 4% 28%

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Night-lights growthd(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

# of establishmentsft Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm-type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: Standard errors are two-way clustered at the firm and district-year levels. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
The firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the set of industries in which firm f operates, p denotes a postal
code and d a district. In the first panel, the dependent variables are, in turn, the log of firms’ buidings, land,
electricity and fixed assets. In the second panel, the dependent variable is the log of firms’ industry sales. The set
of industry FE corresponds to the ISIC 4-digits classification. In panel I, the industry FE is associated with the
industry in which the firm’s sales are the largest. In addition to the listed set of controls, panel II also includes postal
code FE. Each specification excludes always-multi-ISIC firms. The terms “> 33”, “> 55” and “> 64” mean that
thresholds of 33, 55 and 64 knots are used to compute the measure of storm, respectively. The terms “quadratic”
and “cubic” indicate the exponent of the damage function. Finally, in column (7) storm exposure is measured by
maximum wind speed.
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Table C.8: Alternative definitions of the storm index, Holland

> 33 > 50 > 64
Baseline Cubic Quadratic Cubic Quadratic Cubic Winds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Panel I: Capitalft (logs)

Buildingsft:
Stormsft -1.44∗∗∗ -1.93∗∗∗ -1.64∗∗∗ -2.02∗∗∗ -1.77∗∗∗ -2.03∗∗∗ -0.0032∗∗

(0.43) (0.44) (0.42) (0.43) (0.42) (0.42) (0.0015)
Observations 14407 14407 14407 14407 14407 14407 14407

Landft:
Stormsft -1.39∗∗∗ -1.96∗∗∗ -1.66∗∗∗ -2.12∗∗∗ -1.94∗∗∗ -2.12∗∗∗ -0.0036∗∗

(0.40) (0.47) (0.43) (0.51) (0.44) (0.55) (0.0016)
Observations 13794 13794 13794 13794 13794 13794 13794

Electricityft

Stormsft -1.90∗∗ -3.54∗∗∗ -2.92∗∗∗ -4.86∗∗∗ -3.99∗∗∗ -5.62∗∗ -0.0026
(0.80) (1.19) (0.98) (1.62) (1.32) (2.35) (0.0024)

Observations 6862 6862 6862 6862 6862 6862 6862

Fixed assetsft:
Stormsft -1.36∗∗∗ -1.65∗∗ -1.52∗∗ -1.50 -1.45∗ -1.18 -0.0027∗

(0.47) (0.77) (0.60) (0.95) (0.80) (0.96) (0.0015)
Observations 14936 14936 14936 14936 14936 14936 14936

Panel II: Sales fit (logs)

Stormsft -5.35∗∗∗ -7.83∗∗∗ -6.58∗∗∗ -8.94∗∗∗ -7.58∗∗∗ -10.4∗∗ -0.0047∗

(1.15) (2.18) (1.78) (3.39) (2.82) (4.57) (0.0025)

Comp. adv.it × Stormsft 0.71∗∗∗ 1.29∗∗∗ 1.03∗∗∗ 1.82∗∗ 1.35∗∗ 2.92∗∗ 0.00041
(0.25) (0.48) (0.37) (0.81) (0.61) (1.40) (0.00042)

TFPf(t−1) × Stormsft 4.11∗∗∗ 5.89∗∗∗ 4.66∗∗ 7.12∗ 5.76∗ 9.66∗ 0.0063∗∗∗

(1.29) (2.25) (1.83) (3.67) (2.97) (5.35) (0.0016)
Observations 17952 17952 17952 17952 17952 17952 17952

Share of obs. with pos. storms 10% 10% 3% 3% 1% 1% 10%

Share of firms with pos. storms 28% 28% 8% 8% 4% 4% 28%

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Night-lights growthd(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

# of establishmentsft Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm-type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: Standard errors are two-way clustered at the firm and district-year levels. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
The firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the set of industries in which firm f operates, p denotes a postal
code and d a district. In the first panel, the dependent variables are, in turn, the log of firms’ buidings, land,
electricity and fixed assets. In the second panel, the dependent variable is the log of firms’ industry sales. The set
of industry FE corresponds to the ISIC 4-digits classification. In panel I, the industry FE is associated with the
industry in which the firm’s sales are the largest. In addition to the listed set of controls, panel II also includes
postal code FE. Each specification excludes always-multi-ISIC firms. The terms “> 33”, “> 55” and “> 64” mean
that thresholds of 33, 55 and 64 knots are used to compute the measure of storm, respectively. Finally, the terms
“quadratic” and “cubic” indicate the exponent of the damage function. Finally, in column (7) storm exposure is
measured by maximum wind speed and in column (8) by the energy released by the storm at the firm.
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Table C.9: Alternative definitions of the storm index, HURRECON

> 33 > 50 > 64
Baseline Cubic Quadratic Cubic Quadratic Cubic Winds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Panel I: Capitalft (logs)

Buildingsft:
Stormsft -1.69∗∗∗ -2.15∗∗∗ -1.93∗∗∗ -2.12∗∗∗ -2.07∗∗∗ -1.97∗∗∗ -0.0045∗∗

(0.43) (0.44) (0.39) (0.45) (0.42) (0.35) (0.0020)
Observations 14407 14407 14407 14407 14407 14407 14407

Landft:
Stormsft -1.68∗∗∗ -2.25∗∗∗ -2.14∗∗∗ -2.26∗∗∗ -2.21∗∗∗ -1.98∗∗∗ -0.0046∗∗

(0.43) (0.54) (0.48) (0.62) (0.62) (0.56) (0.0019)
Observations 13794 13794 13794 13794 13794 13794 13794

Electricityft

Stormsft -2.45∗∗∗ -4.30∗∗∗ -4.00∗∗∗ -5.32∗∗ -4.97∗∗ -3.94∗∗ -0.0024
(0.89) (1.38) (1.30) (2.18) (2.12) (1.97) (0.0034)

Observations 6862 6862 6862 6862 6862 6862 6862

Fixed assetsft:
Stormsft -1.56∗∗∗ -1.69∗ -1.56∗ -1.22 -1.08 -0.77 -0.0041∗∗

(0.56) (0.94) (0.85) (0.99) (0.93) (0.80) (0.0020)
Observations 14936 14936 14936 14936 14936 14936 14936

Panel II: Sales fit (logs)

Stormsft -6.43∗∗∗ -9.03∗∗∗ -8.14∗∗∗ -11.1∗∗ -11.7∗∗ -17.5 -0.011∗∗∗

(1.47) (3.01) (3.00) (4.67) (5.24) (10.7) (0.0035)

Comp. adv.it × Stormsft 0.93∗∗∗ 1.69∗∗∗ 1.48∗∗ 3.24∗∗ 3.87∗∗ 6.64∗ 0.0010
(0.30) (0.63) (0.59) (1.42) (1.74) (3.87) (0.00063)

TFPf(t−1) × Stormsft 4.71∗∗∗ 6.92∗∗ 6.24∗∗ 10.3∗ 11.2∗ 19.7∗ 0.011∗∗∗

(1.54) (3.03) (3.03) (5.30) (5.78) (11.1) (0.0031)
Observations 17952 17952 17952 17952 17952 17952 17952

Share of obs. with pos. storms 10% 10% 3% 3% 1% 1% 10%

Share of firms with pos. storms 28% 28% 8% 8% 4% 4% 28%

TFPf(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Night-lights growthd(t−1) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

# of establishmentsft Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm-type FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

District trends Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: Standard errors are two-way clustered at the firm and district-year levels. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
The firm subscript f = ({j}j∈J , p, d) where J is the set of industries in which firm f operates, p denotes a postal
code and d a district. In the first panel, the dependent variables are, in turn, the log of firms’ buidings, land,
electricity and fixed assets. In the second panel, the dependent variable is the log of firms’ industry sales. The set
of industry FE corresponds to the ISIC 4-digits classification. In panel I, the industry FE is associated with the
industry in which the firm’s sales are the largest. In addition to the listed set of controls, panel II also includes
postal code FE. Each specification excludes always-multi-ISIC firms. The terms “> 33”, “> 55” and “> 64” mean
that thresholds of 33, 55 and 64 knots are used to compute the measure of storm, respectively. Finally, the terms
“quadratic” and “cubic” indicate the exponent of the damage function. Finally, in column (7) storm exposure is
measured by maximum wind speed and in column (8) by the energy released by the storm at the firm.
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D Appendix: Figures

Figure D.1: Comparative advantage and firm-industry sales by firm type
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Note: The left panel shows average maximum comparative advantage by firm type. For multi-ISIC firms, we choose as reference
the highest comparative advantage in a year. The right panel shows the average firm-industry sales by firm type, overall and
within industry. Residuals refer to the residuals of a regression of firm-ISIC sales on industry FE. Thus, the bottom panel of
the right figure shows firm-industry sales across firm types within industry. The term “single-ISIC” denotes firms which produce
in a single 4-digit ISIC industry over the period 1995-2006. “Always-multi-ISIC firms” refers to firms which produce in more
than a single 4-digit ISIC industry every year from 1995 until 2006. Finally, “multi-ISIC” refers to firms that switch from being
single-ISIC to multi-ISIC firms (and vice versa) over time. The figure shows 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure D.2: Event study, always-multi-ISIC firms
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(a) Fixed assets (logs)
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(b) Sales (logs)

Notes: The figure shows the event study graph for the average effects of storms on always-multi-ISIC firms’ log fixed assets (left
panel) and sales (right panel). The normalization takes place at t = −1, the year before the event. The pre-trends p-value is for
the null hypothesis of no pre-trends, and the leveling-off p-value is for the null hypothesis that the dynamics has leveled off by
the end of the window period. The confidence interval is at the 95% level.
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Figure D.3: Marginal effect of a storm on sales
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Notes: Extreme values of TFP and comparative advantage (values above the 95th percentile) are left out in the computation of the

marginal effect. For each level of TFPft ∈ (0, 1.5) and CAit ∈ (0, 7), the marginal effect is computed as φ̂2 + φ̂3CAit + φ̂4TFPft,

where φ̂2, φ̂3, and φ̂4 are taken from column (6) in Table 6. The marginal effect captures the change in a firm’s industry log sales
in the aftermath of a storm of mean intensity (Hft = 0.027).
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Figure D.4: Marginal response of sales to a storm
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(a) 25th percentile of TFP, median comp. adv.
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(b) Median TFP, 25th percentile of comp. adv.
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(c) 75th percentile of TFP, median comp. adv.
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(d) Median TFP, 75th percentile of comp. adv.

Notes: The specification used to produce the marginal responses includes a polynomial of order 3 in the
storm index. In each panel, the black line shows the response for different values of TFP and comparative
advantage, and the dashed lines are the 95% confidence intervals. The scale on the x-axis corresponds to
values of the storm index between the 1st and 99th percentiles of the distribution.
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Figure D.5: Firm distribution by number of establishments
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Note: The histogram shows the distribution of firms according to the number of
establishments they posses (single establishment firms are defined according to the
first definition used in the paper: a firm owns a single establishment if the firm
appears in the Prowess database but not in Google places (probably because the firm
merged or went bankrupt between 2013 and 2018) or if it appears in Google places
as a single-establishment firm). The establishments belonging to each firm have been
found using Google Maps.
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Figure D.6: Example: establishments’ location of the company “Steel Authority of India”

Note: The figure shows where the establishments of the company “Steel Authority of India” are located. The left panel is a
screenshot from one search on Google Maps before the text analysis that allows us to distinguish between a firm’s establishments
and random Google Maps results. The right panel shows the establishments’ location returned by 3 separate google places in
Summer 2018, after the text analysis allowing us to identify the actual establishments of a firm (Note that the two maps do not
show the same establishments, underlining the importance of repeating the search and cleaning the results). The yellow dot denotes
the headquarters and the red dots are the establishments.
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Figure D.7: Yearly night-light growth rates, 1995-2006
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Notes: The left panel shows boxplots of yearly night-lights growth rates by state for the period 1995-2006. The white line is the
median. The bottom of the box is the first quartile (Q1 or 25th percentile) and the top the third quartile (Q3 or 75th percentile).
The end of the left (right) whisker is the 1st percentile (99th percentile). Circles without box mean that all observations are
clustered around the median. The circles outside of the box capture outliers. The right panel provide a visual illustration of the
yearly night-lights growth rates by district, averaged over the period 1995-2006.
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